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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Although psychological factors are widely believed 
to contribute to alcoholism, this has been extremely 
difficult to demonstrate empirically. Decades of research 
in the sensory and motor effects of intoxication show that 
alcohol in any amount simply p,roduces deterioration of 
response capacities (34, 35). rt is improbable that these 
negative effects of drinking add anything to the incentive 
to drink. 
More likely is the possibility that alcohol benefits 
other, as yet unmeasured, psychological processes so 
strongly that addicted persons are willing to endure 
vitiating side effects to obtain them. This is implied 
in the definition of the alcoholic, by the World Health 
Organization (45), as an individual who cannot control 
intake of alcohol in spite of the most destructive physical, 
social and economic effects. 
Actually, it has always been assumed that the positive 
rewarding results of drinking lie in the area of inner, 
subjective states; that is, changes in the individual's 
experience of himself and his surroundings which, in the 
case of the alcoholic, must be extraordinarily rewarding 
(2). Personality theorists generally suggest that the 
principal reward of intoxication is diminution of inner 
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prohibitions against the immediate gratification of impulses 
in phantasy or behavior. Alcoholics, in this view, are 
those for whom these internal restraints are particularly 
burdensome, and who therefore experience their release 
by intoxication as unusually gratifying. 
Several experimental studies have been made, in recent 
years, of just such traits in alcoho~ics which can be 
related to effects of alcohol (69, 70). These indicate 
that alcoholics are characteristically dependent on their 
external environment in organizing experience. Expressed 
in other terms, their perceptions are highly determined, 
or "bound," by the characteristics of the immediate stimulus 
environment, and not moderated or controlled by internal 
initiative. 
This passive dependency on the stimulus field for the 
shaping of behavior, it has been suggested, may best be 
defined by operations measuring the.deplo:yment of attention 
(31). Attention is the selective perceptual-cognitive 
process in which the organism actively facilitates response 
to certain stLnuli, while inhibiting response to others. 
Where this selective activity is relatively absent, the 
individual's experience may be said to be controlled by, 
or dependent on, his surroundings. Where attention is 
strong, awareness is narrowed to stimuli most relevant to 
internally-held criteria, and others are disregarded. 
There is more internal, independent determination of 
behavior. 
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This study is an attempt to determine whether alcoholics 
are characteristically stimulus-dependent in the focalization 
of attention, whether the general.effects of alcohol intox-
ication include increased stimulus dependency in the focal-
ization of attention, and whether alcoholics are more affected, 
in this regard, than non-alcoholics. 
The following chapter present.s the background of this 




In this chapter, characterological aspects of alcohol-
ism will be related to stimulus-dependence in focalization 
of attention. The literature on the ef~ects of alcohol on 
attention will then be discussed. Finally, operations 
measuring dependency in attention will be developed, and 
the research problem stated formally. 
I. PERSONALITY FACTORS IN ALCOHOLISM 
Alcoholism is commonly viewed as a symptom of an 
underlying emotional state (27). Early dynamic theorists 
related compulsive, or addictive drinking to neurotic 
fixations of infantile and childbood problems. The actual 
problem of excessive drinking was treated .as secondary to 
the underlying emotional conflicts. 
Emotional problems stemming from an oral level of 
infantile development have been especially singled out as 
contributing to alcoholism. Emotional dependency, passivity, 
latent homosexuality, narcissistic self-preoccupation, 
depression and other personality features reflecting 
orality have been widely noted in alcoholics (28, 48). 
A wide variety of behaviors, related not only to 
orality but also to other motivational complexes, have sub-
sequently been identified with alcoholism. Among these 
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have been excessive mood swings, hypochondriasis, rage, 
guilt, suicidal tendencies, accident proneness and intro-
version (23). 
While methodological problems make results inconclusive, 
clinical research has so far failed to demonstrate relation-
ships betwen these characteristics and chronic, excessive 
drinking (7, 17, 22, 18). 
Indications that basic, underlying problems of alcoholics 
vary widely have led away from the study of unconscious 
conflicts toward consideration of drinking behavior itself 
as the primary symptom of the "alcoholic personality." 
Lemere ( 1953) states "In spite of the many attempts to 
delineate the alcoholic personality, the.re remains only one 
characteristic that is common to all alcoholics and that is 
that they drink too much." 
It has been noted that alcoholics often appear remark-
ably free of neurotic symptoms, and may actually manifest 
considerable integration of character. Wellman (1955) 
remarks on the personal charm and sociability of his 
subjects. Others have called attention to the possibility 
that much of the trouble and discomfort experienced by 
the alcoholic is the direct result of hostile social 
attitudes, rather than any personal dissatisfaction or 
conflict of his own over drinking (57, 51). 
This lack of manifest anxiety, and variability of 
motivational complexes around a common s~ptom of compulsive, 
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repetitive, anti-social behavior has led increasingly to 
a view of alcoholism as a disorder of character; a patho-
logical condition in which conflicts are manifest less in 
neurotic blocking of impulses to act, than in compulsive 
acting-out of conflictual impulses. 
Individuals of this type are regarded as having low 
thresholds for frustration or stress of any kind. They 
do not tolerate quite ordinary delays or prohibitions of 
impulse gratification. They typically fail in areas of 
life requiring disciplined striving for future goals. 
Confronted with opposition or restraint, they experience 
an undifferentiated tension or anxiety which is reduced by 
some impulsive, anti-social behavior. 
This symptomatic behavior is usually consistent with 
the individual, and preferences for one or another of a 
wide variety of felonies, larcenies and misdemeanors have 
been observed (61). 
The same unrealistic level of aspiration, intolerance 
for delay of gratification, poor means~ends cognizance 
and impulsivity has been variously noted in the alcoholic 
(5, 39, 17, 48). And it is the one clinical opinion about 
alcoholism which has the advantage of consistent objective 
support. 
A number of clinical investigators have independently 
reported a profile of scores featuring a high self-rating 
of "Psychopathic Deviancy" using the Minnesota Multiphasic 
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Personality Inventory (12, 18, 39). This .finding is so 
striking that Manson (1949) and Hampton (1951) have been 
able to construct tests o.f the inventory type which have 
been highly effective in differentiating alcoholic from 
non-alcoholic individuals, and even between different sub-
types of drinkers. Manson reports that his test is 97~ 
effective in identifying alcoholics, and 94% effective in 
identifying social drinkers. 
Witkin and his associates (1959) report findings in 
the area of perceptual-cognitive .functions which relate to 
this description o.f the alcoholic. They report that 
alcoholics as a group do more poorly than non-alcoholics on 
tests which require them to make judgements based more on 
their own subject! ve experience than upon external stimuli. 
They presented subjects with visual displays whose 
properties were obscured either by minimizing contextual 
cues, or by including superfluous, confusing material. In 
either case, successful performance required relative 
ability to respond on the basis of internally-held criteria. 
Gardner (1961) has analyzed these results in reference 
to his own work with visual illusion materials, and concludes 
that tests of this type draw most heavily on capacities 
for developing and maintaining selective attention. He 
suggests that what is being measured are reciprocal functions 
for (a) inhibiting perception of the irrelevant, and (b) 
facilitating perception of the relevant. 
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From Gardner's viewpoint, "field-dependency" in 
alcoholics may be due to failure to initiate and maintain 
a selective focus of-attention. The alcoholic may manifest 
a relatively- diffuse, indiscriminate patt.ern of attention 
deployment bound by the demand qualities of his stimulus 
environment. 
Clearly, these findings are not inconsistent with the 
clinical characterization or the alcoholic as overly reactive 
to his immediate surroundings, unable to control impulse-
expression according to goal-objects not immediately present, 
and intolerant of imposed obstacles to immediate grati-
fication. 
To the extent that this pattern or attention deployment 
is a feature of preferred perceptual-cognitive "style" in 
alcoholics, it may be proposed that- la.c.k of selectivity, 
or focalization, in attention, is a defense against anxiety, 
and that alcohol may be used to augment the defense when 
it proves inadequate to cope with a stress-provoking 
situation. We may now turn to existing knowledge about 
effects of alcohol on attention as it relates to attention 
in alcoholics. 
II. EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL ON ATTENTION 
It is impossible at the present time to state whether 
or not alcohol increases dependency on external stimuli 
for focusing attention, although there are reasons to 
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believe it may. 
Psychological investigators have explored the state 
of inebriation since the late 19th century. Jellinek and 
McFarland (1940) and Greenberg and Carpenter (1956) have 
reviewed this literature. The general findings are that 
alcohol in any amount depresses and retards sensory and 
psychomotor functions in proportion to the amount ingested. 
But there is a remarkable lack of agreement in conceptual-
ization and measurement in these studies. Many of the 
experiments were found to be of very poor quality. For 
example, of some 200 experiments examined by Jellinek and 
McFarland, over fifty were conducted on a single subject, 
and in many cases this single subject was the experimenter, 
himself. 
But while difficulties in formulating operational 
definitions and in handling subj.ective.data have hindered 
investigation, there appears to be general agreement that 
alcohol ingestion decreases ability to concentrate and make 
sensory discriminations, and increases distractibility. 
Changes in ability to discriminate, and increases in dis-
tractability specifically suggest that intoxication produces 
a random, shifting quality to awareness in which the 
individual responds to the peripheral and irrelevant in 
his surroundings as much as to events of central importance. 
This can be seen as giving a diffuse, undifferentiated 
character to experience like that noted already in the 
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alcoholic under ordinary circumstances. 
Thus, the perceptual-cognitive dimensions of inebria-
tion may closely resemble the characteristic phenomenal 
experience of the alcoholic, as derived from the analyses 
by Witkin and Gardner; that is, that alcoholics as a group 
manifest a non-specific or non-selective pattern of attention 
deployment (theoretically related to psychopathic character 
disorder), and alcohol ingestion may produce the same type 
of diffuse, undifferentiated, or "broad" focus of' attention. 
Although f'irm evidence is very much lacking, it is 
a reasonable inference from the existing findings that the 
effects of alcohol on attention are in the direction of' the 
weak, stimulus-dependent mode of' attention postulated as 
characteristic of' alcoholics. If' the assertions about 
attention in the alcoholic personality, and the effects of' 
alcohol generally on attention, are assumed to be valid, it 
might be further reasoned that the effects of alcohol on 
attention will be greater in alcoholics than non-alcoholics, 
since it enhances a characteristic personality trait. 
In order to test these assumptions it is first 
necessary to develop operations measuring stimulus depend-
ency in attention. These operations may then be applied 
to an experimental design testing the effects of alcohol 
on alcoholics. We may now turn to the experimental literature 
to review the development of mea$ures of attentio~. 
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III. ATTENTION AS AN EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEM 
The phenomenon o£ attention has been identified and 
dealt with throughout the history of thought. The basic 
problem it raises can be simply described. The individual 
is not aware, simultaneously, ofeverything that he is 
capable or sensing. The apparent.continuity and integration 
of behavior indicates that some selective processes must 
operate to fix certain stimuli in consciousness, while 
others are excluded. What determines this selection, and 
how it is effected, are cardinal issues in experimental 
psychology. 
Pre-scientific psychologies explained away this 
problem by positing mentalistic functions such as "will," 
which deployed attention autonomously (10). With the 
emergence of scientific methods in psychology, such 
voluntaristic concepts became inadequate. The history of 
experimental psychology is, in a sense, the history of a 
search for ways to investigate attention as a dependent 
variable, and not as a "dynamic~' or purposive determinant 
of behavior. 
In his "complication" experiments, Herbart (9) 
attempted to demonstrate his notion of. the conscious field 
as an "apperceiving mass" of "ideas" in which new items 
of experience emerge to the extent that they do not conflict 
with what is already there. According to Boring (1942), 
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Wundt used the concept of apperceptive induction of experi-
ence into the center of awareness in a somewhat different 
way, with the intention of actually measuring parameters 
both of the general range of consciousness, and a narrower 
focus of attention within which new·. experiences enter 
consciousness. This conception of attention as focalization 
of consciousness is roughly paralled in Titchener's (1929) 
conclusion that all sensory processes have an attribute 
of "clearness," "Vividness" or "attensity" which shifts 
from one aspect of experience to another with great mobility. 
Much of the psychology of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries was devoted to discovering size, intensity and 
fluctuations of the focus of attention. But confidence in 
the eventual discovery of stimulus properties which by 
themselves determine ensuing responses waned somewhat with 
increasing new evidence of central selective factors 
mediating behavior. Reviewing this problem, Gibson {1940) 
pointed out that selective, structuring, and even dis-
torting processes independent of stimulus qualities were 
ubiquitous in the literature, cropping up in every sort of 
psychological investigation, and variously called set, 
attention, attitude, expectancy, hypothesis, intention, 
vector, need, perseveration and preoccupation. 
Hebb (1949) noted this, and other references to a 
central processes independent of afferent stimuli, in 
postulating an "autonomous central process" which has a 
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selective effect of behavior without being part of the 
present afferent excitation. Since that time, a great deal 
of research has gone into specific demonstrations of such 
selective processes, toward the development of hypothetical 
models which avoid the voluntaristic and animistic impli-
cations originally associated with selectivity in behavior 
(29, 38, 40, 55). 
Although no model of attention integrating internal, 
selective processes with stimulus contingencies bas won 
general acceptance, it is now commonly conceded that such 
processes do exist. Further than this, a number of investi-
gators have attempted to demonstrate associations of these 
central mechanism with distinct personality traits (14, 15, 
52, 59, 60), or neurophysiological states (42, 46, 56, 58). 
Most currently, the gross rate of central activity in 
attending has been the object of experimental interest. 
Applications of concepts of information, from the field of 
communications engineering have encouraged investigators 
to analyze behavior as a function of the amount of probabalistic 
coding perfozmed by the organism on stimulus inputs (1, 6, 
11, 15). 
Callaway (1960) has derived the concept of "broadness-
narrowness" of the focus of attention to describe the 
degree of independent coding or "filtering" of stimuli. 
In this view, narrow attention is defined as a high degree 
of central activity, resulting in a sharp, specific, well-
- 14-
defined play of attention. Broad attention refers to a 
relative lack of central coding, and a weak, undefined 
deployment of attention. 
Broadness-narrowness of the focus of attention is 
clearly related to the previous discussion of the work of 
Witkin and Gardner on stimulus-dependency and attention. 
Stimulus-dependency can be expressed as relative inactivity 
of central selective processes in attention, or what 
Callaway has termed "broad" focus of attention. The 
stimulus-dependent individual does not act selectively on 
his stimulus surround, but responds unselectively to the 
demand qualities of external stimulation, while the'~nde­
pendent" perceiver "tunes in" selectively on events most 
relevant to internal criteria. 
A shortcoming of measures of attention heretofore 
is that they do not permit analysis of the specific 
contribution of stimulus dependency to failure in focusing 
attention; however, a technique has been developed which 
is applicable to this problem. 
In investigating the effects of set on auditory 
perception, Talland (1958, 1959) measured subject's 
ability both to develop, ana maintain expectancies under 
varying degrees of stimulus facilitation. Talland 
demonstrated that thresholas of auditory recognition for 
sequences of words vary with (1) the degree of explicitness 
of cues inducing an expectancy, and (2) the evenness of 
the distribution, within sequences, of items that confirm 
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these cues. Conditions of frank, directive cues to expect-
ancy and frequent, consistent expectancy confirmation 
obviously require less independence in maintaining a 
perceptual set than do implicit cues and irregular confir-
mations. Talland's method permits a measurement of 
stimulus-dependency by comparing subjects' performances 
under directive and non-directive stimulus conditions. 
The experimental technique is based on the presentation 
of a cue, which may be utilized by the exper~ental subject 
for developing an expectancy, or attention-set, followed 
by a test sequence of words. Half of the words are 
directly related to the cue, and confirm the subjects' 
expectancy. The other half are quite unrelated and dis-
confirming. Applying the concept of broadness-narrowness 
of attention to this procedure, it is clear that narrow, 
or highly focused attention can be defined as a high 
proportion of correct, cue-congruent recognitions by the 
subject, as compared with a low proportion of correct, cue-
incongruent recognition responses in the same sequence. 
On the other hand, attention can be said to be broad, or 
diffuse, when a subject derives no advantage from the cue 
to attention, and recognizes as many irrelevant words as 
he does cue-congruent words. 
By observing a subject's performances under alternate 
modes of cue-presentation, capacities fbr developing 
narrow attention may be measured. When the breadth of 
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attention is relatively low for a cue presented indirectly, 
by implication only, as contrasted with performance for a 
cue that is presented as an explicit instruction, the 
subject can be said to be stimulus-dependent in developing 
attention. 
By observing a subject's performances under alternate 
modes of cue-confirmation, capacities. for maintaining 
attention may be measured. When the breadth of attention 
is relatively low under conditions of wide spacing of the 
cue-confirming items, as contrasted with performance when 
the cue-confirming items in the sequence are closely and 
evenly distributed, the subject can be said to be stimulus-
dependent in maintaining attention of thresholds for 
irrelevant or incongruent stimulus signals. 
IV. SUMMARY AND STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS 
Consistencies between the clinical impression of 
alcoholism as a disorder of character, and experimental 
findings of perceptual f'ield-dependency in alcoholics, 
have been noted. Data on the effects of alcohol have been 
interpreted as indicating that stimulus dependency is also 
produced by intoxication, generally. 
The problem was raised whether the effects of' alcohol 
on alcoholics differ in a way that would permit inferences 
about the role of perceptual-dependency in alcoholism. 
A unified set of operations was described for testing the 
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association of stimulus-dependency in perceptual-cognitive 
orientation to (1) alcoholism, (2) alcohol intoxication, 
and (3) the interaction between alcoholism and intoxication. 
Existing measures of perceptual-cognitive dependency 
were analysed as mainly testing capacities for selective 
narrowing of the focus of attention. An experimental model 
was adopted which provides a measure of success in develop-
ing and maintaining focused attention under variable 
conditions of stimulus support. 
Relative success in narrowing attention may be 
measured by presenting for recognition barely discernable 
sequences of items, half of which are congruent, and half 
incongruent to what subjects have been cued to expect. 
Lack of selective attention can be anticipated to produce 
as many incongruent as congruent correct responses. Highly 
selective attention can be anticipated to produce a rela-
tively high proportion of correct congruent responses. 
Requiring the individual to develop expectancies 
inferentially from the stimulus items puts greater stress 
on capacities for independent development of focus than 
does giving him explicit instructions on what to expect. 
Existing data shows that ratios generally tend to be lower 
under implicit cue presentation. Perceptual-cognitive 
dependency on stimulus field in developing attention is 
measured by the magnitude of the differences. 
Widely spacing the type ot stimuli that the subject 
is expecting in the test sequences places greater emphasis 
- 18 -
on capacities to independently maintain the focus or 
attention than does evenly distributing the expected items 
at close intervals. Ratios normally tend to be lower 
under the spaced condition. Perceptual-cognitive dependency 
on stimulus field in maintaining attention is measured by 
the magnitude of the differences. 
With reference to these definitions, the following 
hypotheses are offered. 
(1) Alcoholics are dependent on their stimulus 
field for (a) developing and (b) maintaining 
focused attention. 
(2) Alcohol increases dependency on the stimulus 
field for (a) developing and (b) maintaining 
attention. 
(3) The effect of alcohol on stimulus dependency 
in (a) developing and (b) maintaining attention 





ExperLmental Subjects were obtained by screening the 
records of over 700 male drunkenness offenders confined at 
the State Farm of the Massachusetts Correctional Institution 
at Bridgewater. For the purposes of this study, alcoholism 
in subjects was defined as the presence of heavy drinking, 
for five or more years, in association with marked deteri-
oration in family relationships, social stability and 
vocational adjustment. This definition is essentially that 
advanced by the World Health Organization (45). 
Deterioration in a third critical area, personal 
health, was relevant, but not desirable because of ethical 
considerations, and because.of.possible confounding effects 
of renal, digestive, hepatic, and neurologic disorders on 
effects of alcohol absorbtion. Therefore, subjects whose 
records revealed positive organic or neurological findings 
in routine admission examinations were eliminated from the 
research sample. 
Since body weight has also been shown to effect 
alcohol metabolism, only men whose weights were stable and 
could be grossly matched with the control sample were 
considered. Also, existing data on the effects of aging 
on perceptual-cognitive functions suggested the importance 
of confining the ages of subjects to an upper limit of 45 
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years. 
Fifty inmates meeting these basic criteria, and known 
by the prison staff to be relatively cooperative and 
reliable were called upon to volunteer for a study of the 
"effects of several medications on memory and concentration." 
All but 13 volunteered. Those refusing all stated that they 
believed the majority had rejected the project so that they, 
in effect, went along with the perceived social pressure 
and refused. Ten of the 13 refusals were actually the very 
last in the line up, and admitted to having been conditioned 
by each other's refusal. Parenthetically, we might 
speculate from this episode,a further evidence or the 
alcoholic's dependency on outside cues for determination 
of his behavior. 
The 37 volunteers were seen individually by the 
experimenter in semi-structured interviews to determine 
educational, vocational, marital and drinking history. 
Each volunteer also was tested on general information and 
vocabulary subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 
and the Ishihara color vision plates. Four were rejected 
because of color blindness. A final selection of 27 
subjects was made on the basis of the closest possible 
grouping of ages. The descriptive data are shown in 
Appendix A. 
Control Subjects were from another part of the same 
institution. Possible confounding effects of (1) underlying 
personality factors in felons, and (2) atypical socio-
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cultural milieu in prison dictated the use of another 
inmate population as control subjects. Using the same 
screening criteria 28 men were selected from among the 
inmates of the Treatment Center for Sexually Dangerous 
Persons at the Bridgewater Institution. All but one 
unusually auspicious man volunteered when called upon. 
Like the alcoholics, their personalities were chiefly 
marked by disorders of character manifest in compulsive 
anti-social behavior. In their case, the behavior problems 
were sexual in nature, while for the experimental group 
they involved alcohol intoxication. 
In age, education, body weight, general intelligence, 
and total time spent in prison the two groups were closely 
matched. These data are presented in Appendix A. 
Alcohol Doses consisted of mixtures of ethanol, fruit 
juices and water designed to mask the presence and amount 
of alcohol. After extensive informal pilot work the most 
effectively disguised, tumbler-sized {8 oz.) formula was 
established to be 3 oz. of unsweetened grapefruit juice, 
1 oz. lime extract, 1 oz. cranberry juice and 3 oz. of 
combined ethanol and water. The ethanol and water component 
was made in three strengths; no ethanol {placebo), 1 oz. 
of 100-proof ethanol and 3 oz. of 100-proof ethanol. 
These dosages are hereafter referred to as AO, Al and 
A2, respectively. They were calculated to proauce levels 
of intoxication which, while metabolically significant 
and distinct from each other, would not have gross, con-
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founding sensory or motor effects, or a subjective sense 
of inebriation. 
Blood-alcohol levels were determined by independent 
laboratory analysis of individual samples of venous blood 
drawn 75 minutes after ingestion, and 45 minutes after the 
1 initiation of experimental procedures. This selection 
of intervals was based on normative data on absorption of 
alcohol (49), and calculated to locate peak blood alcohol 
levels mictway through the experimental session. 
Reversal of the order of the two tasks from subject 
to subject was utilized to control differential effects 
of ascending and descending metabolization. Blood-alcohol 
data is presented in Appendix B. 
Auditory Materials consisted of lists of words 
recorded on tape and presented for vocal reproduction at 
or near the threshold of intelligibility. The lists were 
selected for relevance from a larger number developed by 
Talland (1958) for investigating the effects of set on 
auditory perception. In this experiment the following 
lists of words were used; (a) twelve lists of twelve words 
each, including three lists each of Animal names, Tree 
names, Flower names and Bird names; (b) twelve lists of 
1. The author wishes to express indebtedness to David 
Egan, M.D., and his staff at the MCI Bridgewater State 
Prison Infirmary for daily assistance. in conducting this 
research. 
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twelve words each, composed of mixed nouns, no two of 
which in any one list were drawn from the same conceptual 
class. These latter, unclassified lists, were divided 
equally among the four types of classified lists, with 
which they were combined to form twenty-four word lists 
that were half classified and half unclassified. 
Two conditions of cue-presentations were established 
by (a) explicit instructions for the subject to listen for 
a particular class of names, such as Birds, and (b) instruct-
ions to attend to (unspecified) words followed by a pre-
list of six classified names that provided implicit cues 
to attention. 
Two conditions of cue-confirmation were induced by 
the following arrangements of these material~ Each of the 
twenty-four word lists were arranged once with the classified 
words appearing in every other position, and once with the 
classified words in positions 1, 3, 1, 14, and 17, through 
24. These two arrangements of classified words constituted 
the experimental conditions of "distributed confirmation" 
and "spaced confirmat.ion, ·~ respect! vely. Construction 
and scheduling of the lists is described in Appendix c. 
Visual Materials consisted of multicolored, geometric 
line drawings projected tachistoscopically at or near the 
threshold of recognition. Projection was by standard 
2"x2" slide projector fitted with an out-size camera 
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shutter. The test figures consisted of random combinations 
of a single circle, diamond and square placed within each 
other in varying orders. Each of the three concentric 
figures in any pattern were divided horizontally by two 
different colorations, all segments varying randomly between 
red, yellow and blue. The background of the figures was 
black to minimize changes in illumination between slides. 
Sample figures are presented in Appendix D. 
A trial series of twenty-four patterns, and a test 
series of 30 patterns, were constructed. Following presen-
tation of each pattern the subject was asked a single 
question about some aspect of the pattern, such as "What 
is the color of the top of the circle?," or "What shape 
is green?" In each series of 24 presentations of pattern 
and associated question, one question was repeated twelve 
times. Among the twelve nunclassified" questions, in any 
series of twenty-four, none were repeated. 
Two conditions of cue-confirmation were induced by 
the following arrangements of these materials: Each of 
the lists of twenty-four questions were arranged once with 
the repeated question appearing in position 1, 3, 7, 14, 
and 17 through 24. These two arrangements of the questions 
constituted the experimental conditions of "distributed 
confirmation" and "spaced confirmation", respectively. 




The Experimental Setting. Subjects were admitted in 
groups of three to a segregated ward in the State Prison 
Infirmary for four and one-half days. Each subject entered 
the experiment in a group of three on the evening preceding 
his first day of tests. Following supper that evening, 
he was allowed no food or beverage, excepting water, until 
completion of the tests on the following day. This eating 
schedule was maintained each day, until the completion of 
the tests on the third day, to insure that all subjects 
were in a complete fasting condition at the time of alcohol 
ingestion. Each subject was tested at the same time from 
day to day. 
All subjects were maintained on a standard high 
protein diet prepared by the Prison dietitian. After 
completion·of the tests, subjects were held for twenty-
four hours of medical observation bef.ore being released 
from the project. 
Subjects were administered a Visual and the Auditory 
test sequence on each of three successive days. At the 
same time each day the subject was taken into a small 
adjoining room in which one of the three ethanol solutions 
was standing chilled and ready to drink. The drinks were 
coded in advance by a third part7, so that neither the 
experLmenter nor the subject was aware of its contents. 
After ingesting the drink the subject was left secluded in 
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the room for thirty minutes. At the end of that time he 
was taken directly into the experimental room and began 
the procedures. 
The Visual and Auditory tests took forty-five minutes 
to administer, so that the over-all procedure, including 
alcohol ingestion, took an hour and fifteen minutes for 
each subject on each day. Blood samples were taken by 
venal puncture immediately upon t.he conclusion of the 
daily testing. These were frozen and later analyzed for 
alcohol content. 
For the test procedures, subjects were seated in a 
comfortable chair near a tape recorder and in clear view 
of a projection screen. The instructions described for 
the Auditory task are those developed by Talland (19.58). 
Those for the Visual task were developed for this experiment 
in order to match them as closely as possible. 
Materials within the Auditory and Visual tasks were 
systematically ordered so .as to. cancel out possible effects 
of sequence or presentat·ion, ma.t.eria~s, and experimental 
condi tiona. In addition, half. of both the experimental 
and control subjects ~ceived the Visual task first, while 
half' received. the Audi.J(pry task first on each day. This 
aspect will be presented in detail in the section on 
experimental design and analysis of results. Actual test-
ing procedures were as follow~ 
· Auditory task sessions began with instructions to 
the subject to listen and do exactly a.s he was told over a 
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tape recorder stationed about tw:o feet behind him. The 
first instruction rea~ "You will hear a list of words 
spoken one at a time. Listen carefully and repeat each 
word aloud after you hear it. If you are not sure what 
word you heard, repeat what you think you heard. The 
words you will hear will be just loud enough for you to 
hear, so you may not understand every word you hear. Don't 
let that discourage you; just repeat out loud every word 
as it sounds to you. Don't make any other remarks, just 
repeat each word once." 
Then followed a pilot list of 24 words which included 
a sequence of furniture names, names of utensils or names 
of minerals. Responses to this list were used to establish 
the subject's threshold of intelligibility, the experimenter 
setting the volume as the subject proceeded so that as 
many correct responses were made. by errors as by incorrect 
or omitted reproduction. 
The experimenter began the actual testing with an 
implicit cue-presentation, saying "Now you will hear 
another list of words. Again, repeat every word just as 
it sounded to you" and presenting a pre-list. of classified 
words followed by the test list. Subsequent implicit cues 
were given by simply announcing "Now yo.u will hear another 
list of words" and then presenting a pre-list of clas$ified 
words, followed by the test list. E:x:plici t cues were 
given by the experimenter stating "Next you will hear the 
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names of (Animals such as Bear or Fox/Birds, such as 
Bluebird or Robin), •• and then presenting the test list. 
The silent interval between test words was long 
enough for the subjects to repeat the item that he heard 
four or five times. Responses were recorded under the 
heading of correct, or incorrect (including no response, 
wrong word, and meaningless word). 
Visual task sessions began with the following instruc-
tions to the subjects by the experimenter. "You are now 
about to see a series of colored patterns. on the projection 
screen. Whi~e similar in appearance, they will differ 
greatly in details. I will ask you one question about 
each one after you have had a brie~ look at it. Look 
carefully, and give an answer to each question that I ask. 
If you are not sure of what you saw, give me the answer that 
you think is the right one. The patterns will be shown 
just long enough for you to glim.p.se them, so that you may 
not get every one. .Do not let this discourage you. Give 
the answer that you think might be correct. Don't make 
any other remarks during the tes.ting." Then followed 
pilot list of 24 patterns, each accompanied.by a question. 
During this preliminary series the experimenter 
adjusted the duratio,n of the projections so that as many 
correct responses are made as incorrect or omitted 
responses. Exposure times varied between 0.10 and 0.01 
seconds. 
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These Visual tests also began. with an implicit cue-
presentation by the experimenter saying "Now you will 
see another series of patterns. Again, I will ask a 
question about each one a.t'.ter ~ou have seen it. You are 
to give the answer that you think most likely to be 
eorreet, even when you are not sure." Following this 
the experimenter presented a pre-test series of six 
patterns, repeating the same question after each, and then 
the test series of 24 patterns ana ques~ions. 
Subsequent implicit cue-presentations were given 
simply by announcing another series of patterns, followed 
by a pre-test sequenc.e of patterns and questions, and 
then the test series. Explicit cues were presented by 
the experimenter stating "Next you will see another series 
of patterns, after each of which I will ask you (the 
color of the top of the circle, or similar question)." 
Invervals between patterns were long enough for 
subjects to repeat any of the correct one-word responses 
four or five times. Responseswere recorded under headings 





The hypothesis may now be stated in ter.ms of operations 
described in the previous chapter. They will be tested 
separately against data from both the Auditory and Visual 
tasks, under the assumption that (1) the aspects of 
attention being measured are functions of central, rather 
than peripheral, neural processes, and should be manifest 
in both sensory modalities, and (2) that the tasks are 
analogous. Data from the two types of tasks are summarized 
in Appendix :m. 
Each entry in these tables is a mean percentage of 
cue-congruent responses among the total number correct in 
experimental trials. These percentages represent ratios 
of correct congruent to correct incongruent responses. 
High percentages indicate narrowed focus of attention on 
congruent items, while low percentages indicate broad, 
diffuse attention deployment without focalization. 
The degree of stimulus dependency is measured by the 
magnitude of the differences of these mean percentages 
between stimulus conditions which direct and facilitate 
congruent responses, and those which require more 
independent perceptual-cognitive acitivity on the part 
of the subject. 
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Hypothesis I deals with di~~erencas between alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic subjects in independent development and 
maintenance o~ narrowed attention •. Hypothesis II deals 
with the general effects of alcohol intoxication on 
independent focalization of attention. Hypothesis III 
deals with the effects of interactions, between differences 
in groups and levels of intoxication, on independent focal-
ization of attention. In the following presentation, these 
hypotheses are stated in the null. f.orm appropriate for 
statistical verification. 
Hypothesis DU While focus of attention will 
generally be broader under conditions of implicit, as 
compared with explicit cue presentation, the difference 
will not be greater for alcoholic than. for non-alcoholic 
subjects. 
In the Auditory tasks, the mean percentage of correct 
congruent responses for alcoholics is 0.67 under explicit 
cue presentati.on.and0.6J under.im.plicitpresentation. 
The difference, measuring degree of stimulus dependency 
in developing at.tention, is 0.04. The same values for 
non-alcoholics are 0.70 and 0.62, the difference being 0.08. 
The difference, or dependency sc.ore.s . are pr.e.sented graph-
ically in Fig. IAI. Greater apparent. magnitude of depend-
ency scores for alcoholics is inconsistent with (null) 
Hypothesis IA, and indicates that the alternative case may 
hold true. 
The significance of the differences was tested by 
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factorial analysis of the variance of mean squares of the 
ratios between the two groups of subjects and the two 
types of cue presentations. This analysis is summarized 
in Table IAI. The obtained mean square variance of groups 
times methods of presentation. was 0.1057. This was divided 
by a mean square variance of. 0.0171, representing variance 
due to experimental error. 
The error estimate was- derived by separately summing 
degrees ef freedom and sums of squares for higher order 
interactions in the four-factorial design of analysis. 
The assumption that this interaction error approximates 
error variance within experimental conditions is supported 
by the finding that the pooled interaction mean squares 
do not vary significantly. The obtained value of x2, 6.13, 
is less than the 9.49 estimated value of x2 .95 for 4 
degrees of freedom, using Bartlett's test {3}. 
Dividing the mean square var~ance of 0.1057 by the 
error estimate 0.0171 results in an F ratio of 6.22. Using 
the 1 and 364 degrees of :freedom. apportioned.to the variance 
within groups, this is signi.fioant at-the o.o5 level, and 
approaches the 0.01 leve1 of .significance, 6.72. 
Thus, on the basis o:r the Auditory data, one may 
reject Hypothesis IA, and aec.ept the alternative case 
which permits one to inter that alcoholics are more dependent 
on their stimulus field than non-alooho11cs :for developing 
attention. 
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In Visual tasks, the mean perc.entage of correct 
congruent responses. :for.non-a.lcoholics.is 0.52 under the 
condition of explicit .cue. presentation, and 0.51 under 
implicit presentation. The mean percentages are 0.53 
and 0.53 for alcoholics. The respective differences, 
measuring stimulus.dependency, .are 0.01, and o.oo. These 
dependency scores are graphed in Fig. IA2. The apparent 
lack or differences between them is. c.onsistent with the 
null hypothesis. 
Analysis of variance between groups of subjects and 
types of cue presentation.is summarized in Table IA2. The 
mean square for the interaction-of groups of subjects and 
modes or visual cue presentation is 0.0035. This was 
divided by 0.0071, the estimate of overall experimental 
error. The use of these pool..ed interactions was also 
justified by testingagainst the.x2 distribution for 
homogeneity of variance.,- the .. obtained value of x2 being 
2.85. This is less than 9.49, for x2 .95 with 4 degrees 
of freedom, and these variances can be considered homogeneous. 
Dividing the mean square variance of 0.0035 by the 
error estimate of 0.0071 resulted in an F ratio of 0.57. 
With the l and 364 degrees of freedom,. associated with the 
error variance within groups, this is less than 3.87, or 
95~ of the values distributed under F. 
This confirms the null hypothesis IA, and permits 
the conclusion that alcoholics do not differ from non-
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alcoholics in dependency on.the stimulus field for develop-
ing narrowed focii of attention; however, it must be con-
sidered that this finding do.es no.t agree with the conclusion 
based on the Auditory data. 
Inspection of the analysis reveals.that the difference, 
in main effects, between the two modes. of' cue presentation 
is virtually nil. When the attained mean square of' 0.0001 
is divided by the error term of' 0.0062, it results in an 
F ratio of' 0.01. This clearly demonstrates that this 
variable was not in effect in the Visual experiment. The 
results appear to have been confounded by some experimental 
error so that they are not directly comparable with the 
Auditory data. 
It is most likely that subjects failed to develop 
definitive attention sets under ei.ther.mo.de of' cue presen-
tation because the cues were.too. similar in character to 
each other. This problem was not apparent in developing 
the operations, using as pilot subjects professional and 
technical personnel at the Massachusetts General Hospital 
who were of' superior to very superior intelligence and 
highly adept at utilizing sets •. We may conclude that this 
apparent, conflicting support of' Visual data for null 
hypothesis IA is the result of methodological error, and 
does not detract from the highly. significant findings for 
the alternative case in the Auditory mode; i.e., that 
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than non-alcoholics in developing attention. 
Hypothesis IB ~le focus of attention will generally 
be broader under conditions. of spaced, as compared with 
distributed cue confirmation, the difference will not be 
greater for alcoholic than for non-a1coholic subjects. 
In the Auditory tasks, the mean percentage of correct 
congruent responses f~r alcoholics is 0.67 under the 
condition of distributed cue confirmation, and o.65 under 
spacedconfirmation. The difference, measuring degree of 
stimulus dependency, is o.o5. The same values for non-
alcoholics are 0.75, and 0.54, the difference being 0.21. 
The difference, or dependency scores. are pre.sented graphically 
as Fig. IBI. The apparent difference .between dependency 
scores is not consistent with (nu11.) Hypothesis IB, and 
directly opposes the alternative ease that alcoholics are 
less dependent in maintaining attention than non-alcoholics. 
The differences were tested by dividing the 1.2957 
mean square variance of subject groups times types of 
confirmation by the previously derived error mean square, 
0.0171. The resulting F ratio of 76.22 for 1 ana 364 
degrees of freedom is significant beyond the 0.01 level, 
and permits the inference that alcoholics are less dependent 
on their stimulus field than non-alcoholics .for maintaining 
attention. This analysis is presented in Table IBI. 
In the Visual tasks, the mean percentage of correct 
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condition of distributed cue confirmation, and 0.53 under 
spaced confirmation. The same mean pe.rcentages for non• 
alcoholics are 0.54, and 0.49. The differences, represent-
ing degrees of stimulus dependency, are o.oo for alcoholics, 
and o.o5 for non-alcoholics. These difference, or depend-
ency scores are presented inFig. IB2. Again, the differ-
ences between dependency scores contradicts the alternative 
hypothesis. When divided by the error term, the mean 
square for confirmations, 0.1433, results in an F ratio 
of 20.18, which is significant beyond the .01 level. This 
analysis is shown in Table IB2. 
This finding indicates that while modes of presentation 
were ineffectual in the Visual tasks, there were differ-
ences between subjects in ability to deve.lop a "secondary" 
attention set from repetitions of. the cue questions in 
the actual trial s.equences. ·In this, non-alcoholics were 
more effective than the alcoholics under distributed 
confirmations, but did more poorly unaer the more "independent" 
conaition of spaced confirmation. 
The combined evidence under Hypothesis I allows the 
inference that while alcoholics are more dependent on their 
stimulus field than non-alcoholics for developing attention, 
they are less dependent in maintaining attention, once 
it is established. 
Hypothesis IIk While focus of attention will generally 
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be broader under conditions of implicit, as compared with 
explicit cue presentation, the difference will not be 
greater when subjects are intoxicated. 
In the Auditory tasks, the mean percentage of correct 
congruent responses is 0.68 for explicit presentations and 
0.62 for implicit, under the AO .(placebo) condition; 0.68 
and 0.62 for the Al condition; o.68 and o.62 for the A2 
condition. The difference, or dependency scores are shown 
in Fig. 2AI. The apparent lack of change in dependency 
from one dosage to another is verified by comparing the 
0.0023 mean variance, for dosages times types of presentation, 
with the larger error term of 0.0171. The null hypothesis 
that alcohol has no effect on development of attention is 
obviously upheld. The analysis is summarized in Table 2AI. 
The means for the same combinations of conditions in 
the Visual task are presented in Fig. 2A2. Again, the 
apparent lack of difference is statistically verified by 
dividing the mean square O.Ol$6, tor the interaction of 
dosages and modes of presentation, .by the error variance 
ot 0.0071. The resulting F of 2.20 does not approach the 
.05 level of confidence. Since the conditions of cue 
presentation in the Visual task have already been noted to 
have been ineffectual, this serves merely as a check against 
untoreseen e:tfects of alcohol ingestion. The analysis is 
summarized in Table 2A2. 
Although the evidence from the Visual task must be 
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is no reason to controvert the finding that alcohol does not 
increase dependence on the stimulus field in the development 
of attention. It should be noted in this regard that blood 
alcohol levels under the different doses were separate 
and distinct, and it may be assumed that this experimental 
condition was in operation. (see Appendix B). 
Htpothesis IIB: While focus 9f attention will generally 
be broader under condi tiona of spa.ced, as compared with 
distributed cue confirmation, the differences will not be 
greater when subjects are intoxicated. 
In the Auditory tasks, mean percentages of correct 
congruent responses under distributed and spaced confirmation 
are 0.73 and 0.57, respectively, for the AO (placebo) 
condition; 0.70 and o.6o for the Al condition; 0.69 and 
0.62 for the A2 condition. The changes in difference, or 
dependency scores are linearly related to dosage, and 
appear quite significant as plotted in Fig. 2BI, running 
as they do in the direction oppo.site to that stated in the 
test hypothesis. The F ratio for the 0.0927 mean square 
variance for the interaction of dosages and types of 
confir.Mations, divided by the error variance of 0.0171, is 
5.4-5. This is greater than 4.68, the .estimated value of 
F .01 and for 2 and 364 degrees of freedom. 
This finding suggests that, contrary to predictions, 
differences between distributed and spaced cue confirmations 
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result of the fact that while attention broadens under 
distributed confirmations as an increasing function of 
intoxication, it narrows correspondingly under spaced 
confirmations. 
Means for the Visual tasks are presented in Fig. 2B2. 
Inspection indicates that the error variance term 0.0071 
is larger than the mean square 0.0040 for the interaction 
of dosages and modes of confirmation, although apparent 
support for the null hypothesis IIB is inconclusive for 
reasons already noted. 
Hypothesis IIIA: Effects of alcohol for further 
increasing the greater broadness of attention under implicit, 
as compared to explicit cue presentation will not be greater 
for alcoholics than for non-alcoholics. 
Mean percentages of correct congruent responses for 
both Auditory and Visual tasks are shown in Figs. 3AI and 
3A2. The mean squares for variances in the interaction of 
subject groups, alcoho-l dosages and modes of cue presentation 
are smaller for both tasks than the respective residual 
error terms. The exact analysis- is presented in Table 3AI. 
Thus the null hypothesis is directly supported by the 
Auditory data, and not contradicted by the equivocal Visual 
data. One may infer that alcohol has no more effect on 
stimulus dependency in alcoholics for developing attention 
than it does for non-alcoholics. 
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against the alternative case that effects of alcohol tor 
increasing broadness of attention under spaced, as compared 
with distributed cue confirmation, will be greater in 
alcoholics than in non-alcoholics. 
In the Auditory tasks, mean percentages of correct 
congruent responses in non-al.coho.l1cs under distributed 
confirmation are 0.78 for dose AO, 0.74 for dose Al, and 
0.72 for dose A2. Under spaced conditions the means are 
0.51, 0.55, and 0.57. Mean percentages for alcoholics under 
distributed confirmation are o.68, 0.66, and 0.66 while 
under spaced confirmations they.are 0.62, 0.65, and 0.67. 
The difference, or-dependency. scores are presented in Fig. 
3BI. 
Inspection of the 0.0154 mean.square for this 
interaction of subjects, dosages and. modes of confirmation 
by larger residual error term, 0.0178, confirms that this 
second order interaction does not obtain significance. 
This finding indicates that while alcohol ingestion 
is associated with decreased. stimulus dependency in 
maintaining attention (.Hypothesis IIB), the effect is not 
greater on alcoholics than on non-alcoholics. 
In summary, the results from the experiment demonstrate 
that (I) alcoholics are more dependent on .their stimulus 
field than are non-alcoholics for develop1ng attention, but 
are less dependent 1n maintaining at.tention; (II) alcohol 
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ANALYSES OF VARTANCE OF MEAN RATIOS OF CORRECT CONGRUENT 
TO INCONGRUENT RESPONSES FOR 
SUBJECTS, DOSES AND CONFIRMATIONS. 
TABLE 3BI. AUDITORY DATA* 
Source ot Variance Sums of 
Squares 
Interaction: Groups, 
Doses & Presentations 0.0015 
Higher-Order Inter-




TABLE 3B2. VI-SUAL DATA* 
Source of Variance Sums of 
Squares 
Interaction: Groups, 
Doses & Confirmations 0.0105 
Higher-Order Inter-












* Appendix E contains the overall analysis of variance. 
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attention, but does decrease dependency on the stimulus 
:field in maintaining attention; (III). that alcohol does 
not increase stimulua dependency more in alcoholics, either 
in developing or maintaining attention. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
In this chapter the results of the experiments are 
analyzed, and suggestions made for further substantiation 
of stimulus-dependencY' in attention of alcoholics. Then 
some of the limitations of the study, and possibilities 
for other research are,cited. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this experiment can appear to oppose, 
in part, the concept of stimulus,. of "field" dependence 
as advanced by Witkin and others. While alcoholics 
adopted a passive, receptive or~entation to environmental 
contingencies in developing attention,. they were independent 
in maintaining focused at.tention. At l.east "independent" 
was the term used here.to designate the fact that alcoholics 
attained a bigher proportion of congruent to incongruent 
correct responses under spaced than under distributed cue-
confirmations. 
Since, however, informal, retrospective reports of 
the subjects indicated that the differences between groups 
under these conditions was due to a tendency of the non-
alcoholics to shift .spontaneously to alternate expectancies 
under the difficult spaced condition, the.ter.m independent 
may be inappropriate. In this light, the performance of 
the alcoholics under the conditi.on .o£ spaced confirmation 
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appears more like uncritical perseveration of an apparently 
ineffective expectancy. 
Labeling this behavior "independent" assumes that 
dependence is synonomous with-broadness of the focus of 
attention. But in a situation where an expectancy has 
already been established, it could as easily be assumed 
that a certain amount of independenc.e. would be required for 
a subject to reject hi.s set, and some still greater amount 
of independence be further required .for him to re-focus 
attention according to an.alternate "hypothesis." 
In this view, stimulus depe~dency refers to a general, 
passive orientation of perceptual-cognitive inertia. It 
may be manifest in failure to develop attention independ-
ently as well as in failure to develop new foci! of 
attention when reigning expectancies are not confirmed. 
Although this assertion can not be verified or disproved 
by data from this study, the te.chni.que can be extended to 
test whether sustained focus of attention, in the absence 
of confirmation, is due to an independent, persevering or 
a dependent, perseverating orientation .• 
This technique consi.sts essentially of presenting 
for recognition sequenc.es having not. only cue-confirming 
items, but also items representing one or more other 
classifications which conflict with the establit.hed 
expectancy. This arrangement. would make it possible to 
determine whether subjects whose a.ttention broadens under 
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spaced, as compared with distributed confirmation of single 
expectancies to, in tact, shift to new expectancies more 
flexibly than subjects who do well under spaced confirmation 
of single expectancies. 
Such a finding would supp.ort the ;eost hoc contention 
that the superior performance of alcoholics in this study 
under conditions of spaced confirmation of single expect-
ancies is actually associated with perceptual dependency, 
rather than "independence." With cont'irmation of this 
type, this study would lend unequivocal support to the 
attribution of stimulus, or "tield" dependency as an 
important characteristic of alcoholics. It would also 
permit the interpretation of the effect of alcohol as 
increasing stimulus-dependency in maintaining focused 
attention, and the inference that one of the contributing 
factors in alcoholism is the positive reinforcement of 
stimulus dependency by intoxication. 
The failure of the Visual task had the effect of 
weakening the identification of significant findings with 
central perceptual-cognitive processes, since they occurred 
in a single sensory mode. Certain refinements are suggested 
by the results which would make this task more sensitive 
to changes in focus ot attention. 
The failure of the Visual task was clearly due to 
a lack of sufficient distinctness between classes of cue 
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questions for development of exclusive sets to attention. 
Phenomenally, the effects of focalization were palpably 
present for the experimenter. Anticipating the correct 
answer to each question by reference to a master list, the 
experimenter easily noted the relevant aspect of the stimulus 
pattern with 100% accuracy. Even at exposure times approach-
ing 0.01 seconds, the cue-congruent characteristic of 
displays emerged with dramatic clarity, while the rest of 
the figure appeared as an indistinct background blur. 
Further research might capitalize on this phenomenon by 
increasing the complexity of the figure, and by establishing 
more disparate categories of inquiry. 
OTHER IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH 
It should be noted that any inferences about the 
effects of alcohol drawn from this study are limited to 
the relatively low blood-alcohol levels obtained. The 
present study does not deal with the deep intoxication 
which characterizes problem drinking, nor does it deal 
with the effects of prolonged intoxication. It does, 
however, demonstrate the feasibility of administering 
alcohol experimentally to confi:rmed alcoholics without ill 
effects. Further investigations of attention in alcoholics 
could well take in effects of drinking at other levels of 
intoxication and over longer periods of t~e. 
Another limitation on the generality of findings 
here on effects of alcohol is the fact that double-blind 
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conditions were in effect. Most subjects in both groups 
were not aware that alcohol was used. Of the combined 
administrations of 108 actual alcoholic beverages~ the 
presence of alcohol was guessed at only 20 times, on 
questionaires filled out at the conclusion of the trials. 
Nine of the alcoholic subjects accounted for 10 of these 
"detections," while 7 non-alcoholics accounted for the 
remaining 10 detections. Four of the total number of 
detections were of the "low" Al dose. Sixteen of the "high" 
A2 doses were detected. Seven placebos were erroneously 
guessed to contain alcohol. Other guesses at the contents 
of the doses were miscellaneous drugs {28 by alcoholics~ 
8 by non-alcoholics), other (4 by alcoholics, 3 by non-
alcoholics). 
While minimization of effects of social attitudes 
and personal associations regarding drinking was desirable 
in this study~ these are undoubtedly important variables 
in the life-experience of the alcoholic~ and in themselves 
suitable topics for research (7, 23~ 36~ 39). 
The experimental measure of focus of attention was 
selected for this study because of its direct bearing on 
current research in alcohol; however~ there are other 
aspects of attention which, while not as immediately 
relevant to the present understanding of alcoholism, may 
ultimately be of great importance also. Broadness-narrow-
ness of the focus of attention is a gross measure of the 
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amount of selective activity in the perceptual-cognitive 
operations of the individual. Another highly important 
aspect of selecti.ve attention.is abili t.y .to shif't attention, 
or to deal ef'fectivelywith competing.signals (6, 11, 29, 
65}. This class of f'unctions.has.already been alluded to 
in the previous discussion of conflicting sets, and could 
become important to research in this area. 
Another aspect of attention not comprehended by this 
study is that of the need-relevance.of.stimulus materials. 
The emphasis here. on structural. charaeteris.tics of perceptual-
cognitive functioning in alcoholics has not considered 
motivational factors regnant in the alcoholic personality 
which may select and distort perce.pti.on of'. their environ-
ment in distinctive ways (14,. 15, 51, 52}. Since attention 
may be narrowed, with greater di.fficulty on conf'lictual 
stimuli, future rese.arch might .investigate possible changes 
in focus of attention in alcoholics-when dealing with 
materials having a. variety of emotional connotations. 
Another dimension of attention not explicit in the 
concept of broadness-narrowness of.attention is that of 
intensity in awareness (4, 11). Some research has been 
conducted on changes .. in focus of attention associated with 
pharmacological arousalo.f reticular activity (6). The 
results suggest that relative narrow.ness.o.r attention focus 
is a function of arousal; that is, low arousal has been 
identified with broad attention, and .high arousal with 
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narrow focus of attention. In. this study, intoxication 
was associated with an increased tendency to maintain 
narrowed attention. Since the neurological state most 
readily identified with intoxication is depression of 
cortical functions, the question is rai.sed whether reticular 
arousal and cortical inhibition may. be reciprocally related, 
so that diminution of cortical control centers increases 
arousal, while activations of cortical activity depresses 
reticular activity. 
Another experimental issue is the further delineation 
of stimulus determinants of attention. Two gross methods 
ot inducing attention set were used in this research. 
Graded variants on the. two dimensions of explicit and 
implicit cue-preaentation, a.s wall.. as .. other basic modes, 
may be po.ssible. Some b.aais wo.rk ha.s already been done 
on effects of recency and frequency of occurrence of pre-
disposing stimulation (1, 8, 13, 16, 26). These dimensions 
might be profitably explored. fur.ther in .their effects on 
the development of focalization of attention. 
Although cert.ain findings in the literature indicate 
that presentation of more than three successive implicit 
cues to attention is unnecessary (16) the issue remains 
unresolved (1). It would be of particular interest to 
extend pre-trial sequences of implicit cue presentation, 
and mix cue stimuli in varying portions with irrelevant 
material. It might well be profitable, in addition, to 
systematically vary set proportions of cue items among 
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types o£ "schedules" established in reinforcing animal 
behavior (62), to investigate parameters .o£ "set" induction. 
Such variations o£ content and distribution might 
also be applied to the structure o~ trial sequences test-
ing the conditions under which attention set is maintained, 
and relationships outlined between speci£ic combinations 





This study is an investigation of the effects ot 
alcohol ingestion on attention in alcoholics. 
Attention is defined as heightened accuracy in 
recognizing stimuli congruent with expectancies where 
equally available incongruent material..is less well recog-
nized. A high degree of dif'ferential..accuracy in recogni-
tiono:fcongruent material, as opposed to incongruent 
material, is "narrow" attention. Low differentials between 
recognition of congruent and incongruent ... material is "broad" 
or unfocused attention. 
Existing data indicate that relative narrowness of 
attention-focus depends both on.capacities within the 
individual and on the distinctiveness.of stimulus qualities. 
When characteristics of the stimulus. are clearly delin-
eated by contrasts in frequency of occurrence, magnitude, 
intensity or novelty, less independent initiative is 
required to develop or maintain focused.attention than 
when the field is homogeneous or. redundant in its information 
content. 
Recent research findings.suggest that alcoholics 
are lacking in this initiative and therefore have difficulty 
in narrowing attention without recourse to the stimulus 
field. These findings support clinical impressions that 
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alcoholics are over-reactive to their immediate surround-
ings. Literature on the effects of alcohol on perceptual-
cognitive functions indicates that intoxication may be 
associated with increased dependency on external stimulus 
qualities for achieving a narrowed focus of attention. 
Ir alcohol produces changes in selective attention which 
are consistent with the alcoholic's attention style, one 
might infer a basis for an alcoholic's motivation for 
drinking. At the present time, such relationships 
between the alcoholic's use ot alcohol and his attention 
style have not been investigated. The purpose here is to 
study effects of alcohol on stimulus-dependency in 
attention, as it may differ in alcoholics. 
Measures which appear to draw on focalization of 
attention fall into two general classes! (1) the embedded-
figure and rod-and-frame task developed by the Witkin 
group, and (2) the (Stroop) color-naming, and traditional 
tracking or scanning "alertness" types. The former 
operations test individual differences in ability to 
develop narrowed attention, while the latter test ability 
to maintain focalization on an established cue. A 
discriminating study of stimulus dependency in attention 
requires that development and maintenance of focalization 
of attention be considered together. 
An experimental model was adopted which measures 
success both in developing and in maintaining focused 
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attention under variable degrees of stimulus support. 
In this method, relative success in narrowing attention 
is measured by presenting,.for recognition, barely discern-
ible sequences of items, half of which are congruent, and 
half of which are incongruent. to that which subjects have 
been cued to expect. Lack of selective attention can be 
anticipated to produce as many corre.ct incongruent responses 
as congruent ones. Highly select! ve attention can be 
expected to produce a relatively.high proportion of correct 
congruent responses. 
Requiring the individual to develop expectancies 
from the context of stimulus items places greater stress 
on inner personal capacities than does giving him explicit 
instructions on what to expect. Existing data show that 
ratios of congruent to incongruent correct responses are 
generally lower under implicit cue presentation. Perceptual-
cognitive dependency on the stimulus i'ield in developing 
attention is measured by the magnitude of dif.ferences 
between conditions of explicit andimpllcit .cue-presentation. 
With respect to the maintenance. of .. foci of attention, 
widely spacing the type of stimuli.whichthe subject is 
expecting in the test sequences places greater emphasis 
on capacities to independently maintain attention than 
does evenly distributing the expected 1 tams at close 
intervals. Ratios normally tend to be lower under the 
spaced condition. Perceptual-cognitive dependency on the 
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stimulus field in maintaining.attention ismeasured by the 
magnitude of the differences between conditions of distrib-
uted and spaced cue-confirmation. 
The specific hypotheses tested in this investigation 
are as follows: 
(1) Alcoholics are dependent on their stimulus field 
for {a) developing and (b) maintaining narrowed attention. 
(2) Alcoho1 increases dependency on the stimulus 
field for (a) developing and (b) maintaining attention. 
( 3) The effect of alcohol on stimulus dependency in 
(a) developing and (b) maintaining i'ocus of attention is 
greater in alcoholics. 
Because the focus of attention is assumed to be a 
central rather than a peripheral function of the nervous 
system, these hypotheses we-re .tested independently in two 
sensory modalities, the auditory and the visual spheres. 
The tasks were designed to parallel each other, drawing 
on the same central .perceptual-cognitive functions, 
although through dii'ferent sensory systems. 
In the Auditory task, subjects were presented with 
recorded sequences of nouns, played at a pre-determined 
threshold oi' intelligibility •. They were instructed to 
repeat back whatever they heard. - Half of the nouns in 
each sequence of twenty-four were drawn from a single 
class, such as Birds, or Trees, and half were a random 
assortment, no two of which came from the same class. In 
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each experimental session, two lists were presented with 
an explicit direction to expect words from a particular 
class (Birds, Trees), while two others were presented 
without special instructions, but preceded by six words 
representative of the class in the list which followed. 
In one of the explicitly presented lists, and in one of 
those presented implicitly, the classified or cue-
confirming nouns were evenly distributed throughout, 
while in the remaining lists the cue-confirming words 
were widely spaced, so that most occurred only at the very 
end. The actual trial lists, as well as the modes ot 
presentation and modes of confirmation, were systematically 
varied to control for practice, fatique, level of intoxi-
cation, and possible differences between lists. 
For the Visual task, the subject was instructed to 
watch a screen in front of him and to try to answer 
questions about what he was to see. Then sequences of 
multi-colored geometric line drawings were presented at a 
predetenrrl.ned threshold of recognition. After each 
exposure, the experimenter asked a question, requiring a 
one word answer, about the color of a particular part of 
the figure, or the shape of a particular part. In each 
sequence, half of the questions were repetitions of a 
single question, and half were a random assortment of 
questions, no two ot which were alike. In each experimental 
session ot four sequences, two were pres.ent.ed with explicit 
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directions to expect the repeated, or "classified" question, 
and two were presented without special instructions, but 
preceded by six exposures and six repetitions of the 
classified question implying what was to follow. In one 
explicitlJ-presented sequence and in .. one that was implicitly 
presented, the classified questions were evenly distributed 
throughout, while in the two remaining sequences, the cue-
confirming classified questions were widely spaced so 
that most appeared only at the very last. 
In both the Auditory and the Visual tasks, relative 
narrowness o:f attention was measured by the proportion of 
correct cue-congruent to correct incongruent responses. 
The design was sui table for factorial. analysis of the 
variance between modes of presentatlon and modes of confir-
mation. 
Subjects were selected from volunteering inmates of 
the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Bridgewater 
who were between the ages of 25 and 45, in good physical 
health, and who had a history of uncontrolled, symptomatic 
antisocial behavior for a minimum of 5 years. The experi-
mental group was composed of men in whom uncontrolled 
drinking was associated with deterioration in vocational 
and social-familial adjustment of 5 .or more years. The 
control group consisted of men with histories of sexual 
offenses associated with deterioration in life adjustment 
comparable to the alcoholic exp-erimental group. The two 
groups did not differ significantly in. age, intelligence, 
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or education. 
Alcohol ingestion was accomplished by oral intake 
of ethyl alcohol (ethanol) which was disguised in amounts 
calculated to produce a mild metabolic state of intoxi-
cation and whose sensory-motor concomitants would not be 
apparent or disturbing to the subject's performance. 
Subjects performed equivalent tasks on separate days, 
ingesting a different dose of ethanol. on each day. The 
doses were a placebo of eight ounces.of extremely sour 
fruit juices, a similar drink containing one ounce of 100-
proof ethanol, and a third mixture containing three ounces 
of 100-proof ethanol. Subjects were not aware that 
alcohol was being administered~ and on post-test question-
ing, it was found that they were unable to guess at its 
presence. Blood-alcohol levels were equivalent for both 
groups, which were evaluated through.laboratory analysis 
of blood samples obtained during the procedures. 
The first prediction stated that alcoholics have 
greater stimulus dependency in developing focused attention 
than do non-alcoholics. Analysis of variance of the 
Auditory data permitted the conclusion at the .05 level 
of significance that alcoholics are in fact more stimulus 
dependent in developing focalization or attention. 
However, the hypothesis that alcoholics are more stimulus-
dependent in maintaining attention was contra-indicated. 
That is, alcoholics were found to be less dependent than 
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non-alcoholics in maintaining attention, with this finding 
attaining the .01 level of significance. With respect to 
the Visual data related to this first prediction, the results 
are consistent with the Auditory behavior, through method-
ological artifacts make these latter results difficult to 
interpret. 
The second prediction was that alcohol ingestion is 
associated with increased stimulus dependency in developing 
focused attention. Analysis of variance of the Visual data 
reveals that alcohol is not significantly associated with 
any alterations in stimulus dependency in developing attention, 
but that it is associated (significant at the .01 level) 
with decreased stimulus-dependency in maintaining attention. 
The third hypothesis was that stimulus-dependency 
in attention of alcoholics increases more in association 
with alcohol than does that of non-alcoholics. Analysis 
of variance shows that alcohol does not affect stimulus-
dependency more in alcoholics than in non-alcoholics, either 
in developing or in maintaining focused attention. 
The suggested formulation of the results is that 
alcoholics manifest a more passive, dependent orientation 
to external reality in which attention is significantly 
shaped by the "demand" quality of their environment but, 
once fixed, is less susceptible to influences toward 
change. That is, while alcoholics are more field-dependent 
or stimulus-dependent in developing foci of attention, 
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they are actually more independent in maintaining focal-
ized attention. Although the magnitude of the effects of 
alcohol was no greater in alcoholics, as had been predicted, 
the fact that the general effects of alcohol were precisely 
in the direction away from the non-alcoholic's pattern of 
attention, and toward that of the alcoholics, strongly 
indicates that the enhancement of a preferred pattern of 
attention is a contributing factor in the.development of 
alcoholism. 
In summary, this study demonstrates that alcoholics 
are characteristically stimulus-dependent in developing 
focalized attention, but tend to persevere autonomously 
once attention has been fixed. Since alcohol generally 
proa.uces these same effects on the development and. main-
tenance of attention, it can be inferred that its effect 
on focalization of attention is at least one contributing 
factor in alcoholism. 
APPENDIX A. 




Subject Age Weight1 Education Intelligence Duration of 
(Years) (Inf-Voc-Av) Sympton 
1 29 151 5 7 8 7.5 6 
2 27 148 14. 12 13 12.5 5 
3 28 179 7 9 9 9.0 9 
~ 40 196 12 11 10 10.5 8 43 182 6 7 9 8.0 13 
6 31 177 9 10 10 10.0 7 
7 32 240 8 10 11 10 • .5 7 
8 37 149 10 9 10 9.5 ~ 9 25 174 12 10 9 9.5 
10 43 172 8 7 8 7.5 26 
11 39 156 12 11 10 10.5 16 
12 43 154 8 7 9 8.0 5 
13 32 137 9 10 9 9.5 8 
14 35 143 8 9 9 9.0 21 
15 37 149 10 10 11 10 • .5 22 
16 ~~ 198 9 10 12 11.0 15 17 149 9 9 8 8.5 6 
18 32 166 12 11 13 12.0 16 
19 36 168 10 10 9 9.5 14 
20 32 125 9 8 10 8 • .5 8 
21 40 172 10 9 9 9.0 7 
22 30 173 7 8 9 8.5 6 
~~ 4.5 1.52 10 9 10 9 • .5 26 35 178 13 11 12 11 • .5 5 
25 41 169 12 9 10 9.5 5 
26 33 148 10 10 10 10.0 11 
27 ..2§. 139 _2 10 10 10.0 1.5 
Median 3.5 156 9 9.5 8 
1. All non-alcoholic subjects used had shown no weight 
change for at least 12 months prior to the study. 
·:f The Author wishes to thank Mr. John 1'-:etevier, Chief, 
and Mr. Robert Serafian, Social Worker, Social Work 
Servi.ce, Nass. Correctional Institution - Bridgewater, 




Subject Age Wei gp tl Education Intelligence2 Dura ti on of 
(Years) (Inf-Voc-Av) Symptom 
1 31 170 10 9 10 9.5 7 
2 37 147 10 10 10 10.0 18 
3 29 164 11 12 10 11.0 11 
~ 30 179 11 10 11 10.5 12 30 154 8 9 10 9.5 7 
6 37 149 9 9 9 9.0 6 
7 32 176 12 11 13 12.0 13 
8 40 135 8 8 9 8.5 11 
9 40 130 12 11 12 11.5 15 
10 45 139 7 7 8 7.5 25 
11 40 132 9 9 9 9.0 15 
12 33 180 10 9 10 9.5 13 
13 30 145 10 10 10 10.0 10 
~ 36 155 12 11 10 10.5 21 39 145 8 8 9 8.5 20 
16 43 150 7 8 8 8.o 15 
iA 39 130 7 7 7 7.0 6 28 153 12 10 11 10.5 12 
19 34 133 10 9 10 9.5 10 
20 32 179 16 13 15 14.0 11 
21 34 156 7 6 8 7.0 12 
22 33 153 7 8 7 7.5 15 
23 33 151 10 10 10 10.0 6 
24 40 150 8 9 9 9.0 20 
25 43 155 7 8 9 8.5 20 
26 44 177 10 10 12 11.0 12 




.34 153 10 9.5 12 
1. Data represents body weight at the time of testing. 
No subjects were included in the sample Whose body weight 
had increased more than 5 lbs. since admission, and thereby 
may have had a recent history of serious nutritional 
deficiency which might affect alcohol metabolism. 
2. Data are weighted scores on the Information and 
Vocabulary sub-tests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale, and their average value for each subject. 
CONPARISONS OF THE TWO EXPERIMENTAL SUB-GROUPS 
UTILIZlNG THE MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST~:· 
Medians Normal 
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Variable Non-Alcoholics Alcoholics U Deviate P 
Age 35 34 835 1.14 0.2542 
Weigpt 156 153 201 0.28 o. 7794 
Education 9 10 957 1.31 0.1902 
Intelligence 9.5 9.5 163 0.23 0.9180 
Duration of 
Symptom 8 12 179 0.24 0.8104 
* Mann, H.B., and Whitney, D. R., "on A Test of Whether One 
of Two Random Variables Stochastically Larger Than The Other", 
Ann. Math. Statis., ~, 50-60, 1947. 
APPENDIX B. 
BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVELS ATTAINED 
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10 20 30 40 5o 60 70 80 90 100 
MILLIGRAMS PB~CENT BLOOD ALCOHOL 
BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVELS UNDER THREE OUNCE DOSES.* 
1,2= Subject Regurgitated -::· = 0.3 p 0.4 
APPENDIX C. 
THE EXPE.11Ir-:ENTAL JVJl. TERIALS 
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NOTE ON THE PREPARATION OF THE AUDITORY MATERIALS 
The recognition value of words presented auditorily 
does not correspond to their frequency of usage as tabulated 
by Thorndike and Lorge (65). Therefore, in order to insure 
comparability in the lists used here, a pilot study was 
made of the recognition value of 600 nouns selected from 
the current edition of Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. 
Ten members of the professional and technical staff of 
the Cobb Psychiatric Laboratorie~ were presented with a 
pre-list of 30 randomly-chosen nouns by tape recording 
in a sound-attenuated room. The volume of the playback 
was adjusted for each subject until as many words were 
recognized as missed by error or omission. Then the 600 
nouns were presented in a random sequence and the subject's 
responses scored correc.t or incorrect. After discarding 
the words which were correctly identified by as many as 
eight to ten subjects, or as few as one to three subjects, 
the remaining words were used to construct lists exactly 





TEAKETTLE FORK JOINT PLATE 
TINCAN VESSEL TRAY CORKSCREW 
CUP NEWSPAPER CARDBOARD POT 
FOREMAN CLAY BUNGALOW SPATULA 
SUN POEM BRUSH DISH 
ALPHABET MALT SIEVE MUG 
~----~~------~~---------~----------------------~----~-~----~ 










PEACOCK WILLOW COLUMBINE GORILLA 
CITY PARK ERASER RATTLE 
CARDINAL SPRUCE LAUREL GOAT 
WOODPECKER GAUGE ASPHALT PORCUPINE 
PEBBLE COVER BUILDING WATCH 
CAST POINT LIGHT CASH 
NIGHTINGALE PINE BATCHELOR BTN OTTER 
EXIT SHRIMP PARTY CHAIR 
ROBIN ICEBERG STICK WEASEL 
RAFT TAG INTERVAL MONUMENT 
THRUSH SEAT RELUCTANCE PONY 
CUCKOO SHAWL NICK BEAVER 
HYGIENE SAMPLE HUT SIDEWALK 
DICTIONARY PECAN VIOLET FLOOR 
LARK WOOL TONE KANGEROO 
STREET CIGAR GLASS POTTER 
HUMMINGBIRD POPLAR HOLLYHOCK SKUNK 
CRANE HEMLOCK FOX GLOW CAMEL 
WISH PEACH PEONY TUBE 
LOUNGE LEMON BLK EYED S MASK 
STORK ELM ASTER ELEPHANT 
WELL DOGWOOD ARBUTUS ROOM 
WARBLER MAHOGANY POPPY CHIMPANZEE 




MIRROR SHELF POW:QER CABINET 
SUNSET DARKNESS SOFA CARPET 
BUREAU QUARTER LASH STOVE 
SAP TASK SANDAL BED 
CANVAS RECORDER DESK RADIO 
INVENTION CADET LAMP IDOKCASE 
--~------------------------------------------------~-------
(b2)B2-W2(s) T2-X2(d) (f2)F2-Y2(d) A2-Z2(s) 
BOBWHITE GARDENIA 
FLICKER GLADIOLA 






_____ ._ ________ 
FLAMINGO CEDAR POINSETT A CHIPMUNK 
FIBER MORNING LETTER THRONE 
KINGFISHER ORANGE DAISY TIGER 
TACKLE MAPLE MORNING GLORY SASH 
SINK PARAGRAPH BATCH NIECE 
SHACK DREDGE DUNGAREE TERMINAL 
BUZZARD DATE CROCUS PANTHER 
VISION BOLT PAPER DISEASE 
SUITCASE APPLE PANSY CLAM 
LIGHTNING GARMENT KEY PARLOR 
HOUSE HA\vTHORNE ·RHODODENDRON MUSIC 
RECIPE BALSAM BLUEBELL PEDAL 
LUMP HIVE TRASH WAVE 
GOLDFINCH VERSE COUNTER STAG 
FORM PEAR AMARILLIS RING 
ROPE FOUNDATION TEAM DIAMOND 
TERN FIR LILY FOX 
WREN ALDER DELPHINIUM CAT 
MOCKINGBIRD DUST PENNY BEAR 
SWALLOW OBSTRUCTION PENCIL SQUIRREL 
OSTRICH MULBERRY JONQUIL HORSE 
CROW LOOP PORTAL LION 
EAGLE CAT ALPHA BEGONIA LEOPARD 




BRONZE ALUMINUM ORBIT LEAD 
RAIN FIRM GOLD SILVER 
GRAPHITE SWITCH TOOL MAGNESIUM 
BEAM ELF CURTAIN TIN 
TEA HILL NICKEL IRON 
LUCK PENCIL COPPER STEEL 
--~-------·------------~---~~------------------------------





BLUE JAY MAYFLOWER 
PELICAN NARCISSUS 
------------
___ ... __ ..... 
___ .. ______ 
------------
VULTURE REDBIRD TULIP KITTEN 
MAGAZINE RIVER BROW CALICO 
PHEASANT BIRCH CAMEL IA MOUSE 
STARLING HATCH PRINCIPLE cow 
BEAD DUCT CONCRETE GATE 
CEMENT BOOK LOG PORCH 
SA1TDPAPER FIB LARKSPUR SHEEP 
RAM VOICE PIN CROP 
COWBIRD CHEESE UNITY DOG 
LEGION PLAN WINDOW CADDY 
SPARROW DOLLAR PATH POLECAT 
QUAIL KING PIPE ANTELOPE 
TRADE STATUE BRAKE DREAM 
MOTEL SEQUOIA NASTURTIUM VIOLIN 
DOVE ROLLER PILLOW REI!-.TDEER 
ROCK WIRE METROPOLIS AIR 
PARAKEET BEECH LILAC LEOPARD 
MAGPIE QUINCE IRIS DEER 
PIANO PALM HYDRANGIA NOTCH 
CARTON YEW CHRYSANTHEMUM STEAM 
PIGEON TAMERAC ZINNIA MULE 
BEETLE HOLLY ORCHID TOWN 
SWAN BOJC\olOOD SWEET PEA RACOON 




TEAKETTLE FORK JOINT PLATE 
TINCAN VESSEL TRAY CORKSCREW 
CUP NEWSPAPER CARDBOARD POT 
FOREMAN CLAY BillfGALOW SPATULA 
SUN POEM BRUSH DISH 
ALPHABET MALT SIEVE MUG 
-----------------------------------------------------------







_ .. _______ 
--------
------------ ------------
PEACOCK WILLOW COLUMBINE GORILLA 
FIBER MORNING LETTER THRONE 
CARDINAL SPRUCE LAUREL GOAT 
WOODPECKER PARAGRAPH BATCH PORCUPINE 
TACKLE DREDGE DUNGAREE SASH 
SINK BOLT PAPER NIECE 
NIGHTINGALE PINE BATCH. BTN. OTTER 
SHACK GARMENT KEY TERMINAL 
ROBIN HIVE TRASH WEASEL 
VISION VERSE COUNTER DISEASE 
THRUSH FOUNDATION TEAM PONY 
CUCKOO DUST PENNY BEAVER 
SUITCASE OBSTRUCTION PENCIL CLAM 
LIGHTNING PECAN VIOLET PARLOR 
LARK LOOP PORTAL KANGEROO 
HOUSE DOOR DEDUCTION MUSIC 
HUMMINGBIRD POPLAR HOLLYHOCK SKU:r."K 
CRANE HEMLOCK FOX GLOW CAMEL 
RECIPE PEACH PEONY PEDAL 
LUMP LEMON BLK EYED S WAVE 
STORK ELM ASTER ELEPHANT 
FORM DOGWOOD ARBUTUS RING 
WARBLER MAHOGANY POPPY CHIMPANZEE 




MIRROR SHELF POWDER CABINET 
SUNSET DARKNESS SOFA CARPET 
BUREAU QUARTER LASH STOVE 
SAP TASK SANDAL BED 
CANVAS RECORDER DESK RADIO 
INVENTION CADET LAMP BOOKCASE 
---------------------------~-----~-------------------------
(b2)B2-W3(s) T2-X3(d) (f2)F2-Y3(d) A2-Z3(s) 
BOBWHITE GARDENIA 
FLICKER GLADIOLA 




--------- ----------- ------------ ------------
FLA1-1INGO CEDAR POINSETT A CHIPMUNK 
MAGAZINE RIVER BROW CALICO 
KINGFISHER ORANGE DAISY TIGER 
BEAD MAPLE MORNING GLORY GATE 
CmmNT HATCH PRINCIPLE PORCH 
RAM DUCT CONCRETE CROP 
BUZZARD DATE CROCUS PANTHER 
LEGION BOOK LOG CADDY 
TRADE APPLE PANSY DREAI'-1 
MOTEL VOICE PIN VIOLIN 
ROCK HAWTHORNE RHODODENDRON AIR 
PIANO BALSAM BLUEBELL NOTCH 
CARTON CHEESE UNITY STEAN 
GOLDFINCH PLAN WINDOW DRAG 
BEETLE PEAR AMARILLIS TOWN 
AMBER DOLLAR PATH BREEZE 
TERN FIR LILY FOX 
WREN ALDER DELPHINIUM CAT 
MOCKINGBIRD KING PIPE BEAR 
SWALLOW STATUE BRAKE SQUIRREL 
OSTRICH MULBERRY JONQUIL HORSE 
CROW ROLLER PILLOW LION 
EAGLE CAT ALPHA BEGONIA LEOPARD 




BRONZE ALUMINUM ORBIT LEAD 
RAIN FIRM GOLD SILVER 
GRAPHITE SWITCH TOOL MAGNESIUM 
BEAM ELF CURTAIN TIN 
TEA HILL NICKEL IRON 
LUCK PENCIL COPPER STEEL 
----------------~-~------~---------------------------------









VULTURE REDWOOD TULIP KITTEN 
CITY PARK ERASER RATTLE 
PHEASANT BIRCH CAMELIA MOUSE 
STARLING GAUGE ASPHALT cow 
PEBBLE COVER BUILDING WATCH 
CAST POINT LIGHT CASH 
SANDPIPER FIG LARKSPUR SHEEP 
EXIT SHRIMP PARTY CHAIR 
COWBIRD ICEBERG STICK DOG 
RAFT TAG INTERVAL MONUMENT 
SPARROW SEAT RELUCTANCE POLECAT 
QUAIL SHAWL NICK ANTELOPE 
HYGIENE SAMPLE HUT SIDEWAIK 
DICTIONARY SEQUOIA NASTUTIUM FLOOR 
DOVE WOOL TONE REINDEER 
STREET CIGAR GLASS POTTER 
PARAKEET BEECH LILAC LEOPARD 
MAGPIE QUINCE IRIS DEER 
WISH PALM HYDRANGEA TUBE 
LOUNGE YEW CHRYSANTHEMUM MASK 
PIGEON TAMERAC ZINNIA MULE 
WELL HOLLY ORCHID ROOM 
SWAN .OOXWOOD SWEET PEA RACOON 




TEAKETTLE FORK JOINT PLATE 
TIN CAN VESSEL TRAY CORKSCREW 
CUP NEWSPAPER CARDBOARD POT 
FOREMAN CLAY BUNGALOW SPATULA 
SUN POEJ-1 BRUSH DISH 
ALPHABET MALT SIEVE MUG 
-----------------------------~-----------------~-----------










PEACOCK WILLOW COLUMBINE GORILLA 
MAGAZINE RIVER BROW CALICO 
CARDINAL SPRUCE LAUREL GOAT 
WOODPECKER HATCH PRINCIPLE PORCUPINE 
BEAD DUCT CONCRETE GATE 
CEMENT BOOK LOG PORCH 
NIGHTINGALE PINE BATCH. BTN. OTTER 
RAM VOICE PIN CROP 
ROBIN CHEESE UNITY V..TEASEL 
LEGION PLAN WINDOW CADDY 
THRUSH DOLLAR PATH PONY 
CUCKOO KING PIPE BEAVER 
TRADE STATUE BRAKE DREAM 
MOTEL PECAN VIOLET VIOLIN 
LARK ROLLER PILLOW KANGAROO 
ROCK WIRE METROPOLIS AIR 
HUMMINGBIRD POPLAR HOLLY HOCK SKUNK 
CRANE HEMLOCK FOX GLOW CAMEL 
PIANO PEACH PEONY NOTCH 
CARTON LEMON BLK EYED s STEAM 
STORK ELM ASTER ELEPHANT 
BEETLE DOGWOOD ARBUTUS TOWN 
WARBLER MAHOGANY POPPY CHIMPANZEE 




MIRROR SHELF POWDER CABINET 
SUNSET DARKNESS SOFA CARPET 
BUREAU QUARTER WISH STOVE 
SAP TASK SANDAL BED 
CANVAS RECORDER DESK RADIO 
I1TVENTION CADET LAMP BOOKCASE 
-----------------------------------------------------------
(b2)B2-Wl(s) T2-Xl(d) (f2)F2-Yl(d) A2-Zl(s) 
BOBWHITE GARDINIA 
FLICKER GLADIOLA 







FLAMINGO CEDAR POINSETT A CHIPMUNK 
CITY PARK ERASER RATTLE 
KINGFISHER ORANGE DAISY TIGER 
PEBBLE MAPLE MORNING GLORY WATCH 
CAST GAUGE ASPHALT CASH 
EXIT COVER IDILDING CHAIR 
BUZZARD DATE CROCUS PANTHER 
RAFT POINT LIGHT MONUMENT 
HYGIENE APPLE PANSY SIDEWALK 
DICTIONARY SHRIMP PARTY FLOOR 
STREET HAWTHORNE RHODODENDRON POTTER 
WISH BALSAM BLUEBELL TUBE 
LOUNGE ICEBERG STICK MASK 
GOLDFINCH TAG INTERVAL STAG 
WELL PEAR AMARILLIS ROOM 
COLLAR SEAT RELUCTANCE HIGirt'IAY 
TERN FIR LILY FOX 
WREN ALDER DELPHINIUM CAT 
MOCKINGBIRD SHAWL NICK BEAR 
SWALLOW SAMPLE HUT SQUIRREL 
OSTRICH :t-1ULBERRY JONQUIL HORSE 
CROW WOOL TONE LION 
EAGLE CATALPHIA BEGONIA LEOPARD 




BRONZE ALUMINUM ORBIT rEAD 
RAIN FIRM GOLD SILVER 
GRAPHITE SWITCH TOOL Y!AGNESIUM 
BEAM ELF CURTAIN TIN 
TEA HILL NICKEL IRON 
LUCK PENCIL COPPER STEEL 
---------------------------------------------~-------------










VULTURE REDWOOD TULIP KITTEN 
FIBER MORNING LETTER THRONE 
PHEASANT BIRCH CAMEL IA MOUSE 
STARLING PARAGRAPH BATCH cow 
TACKLE DREDGE DUNGAREE SASH 
SINK BOLT PAPER NIECE 
SANDPIPER FIG LARKSPUR SHEEP 
SHACK GARMENT KEY TERMINAL 
COWBIRD HIVE TRASH DOG 
VISION VERSE COUNTER DISEASE 
SPARROW FOUNDATION TEAM POLECAT 
QUAIL DUST PENNY ANTELOPE 
SUITCASE 0 BSTRU CTI ON PENCIL CLAY 
LIGHTNING SEQUOIA NASTURTIUM PARLOR 
DOVE LOOP PORTAL REINDEER 
HOUSE DOOR DEDUCTION MUSIC 
PARAKEET BEECH LILAC LEOPARD 
MAGPIE QUINCE IRIS DEER 
RECIPE PALM HYDRANGEA PEDAL 
LUMP YEW CHRYSANTHEMUM WAVE 
PIGEON TAMERAC ZINNIA MULE 
FORM HOLLY ORCHID RING 
SWAN BOXWOOD SWEET PEA RACOON 
ROPE LOCUST SNAPDRAGON DIAMOND 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL EOT CIR 
COL TOP DIA 
COL BOT SQ 
SERIES IA 
PILOT LIST 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP GRN BOT 
- 73 -
SHP GRN BOT 
" " " tt n n 
" " " 
" It " 
" " " 
-----------------------------------------------------------
*Gl-Kl(d) 
COL TOP CIR 
" " " 
n " n 
" '' " 
" " " 
" " " 
---------
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN :OOT 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
Hl-Ll(s) 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP RED BOT 
" " " 
" n n 
" " " 
" " " 
tt n n 
n n " 
" " " 
*Il-Ml(s) 
SHP GRN TOP 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
n " " 
tt n n 
---------
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP RED OOT 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
n n n 
" tt " 
" ,, " 
n n n 
n n " 
" " " 
tt " " 
.Jl-Nl (d) 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP YEL :OOT 
COL :OOT SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED BOT 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP DIA 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED TOP 
SERIES IB 
PILOT LIST 
SHP YEL TOP SHP YEL TOP COL TOP CIR SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT COL BOT CIR SHP YEL TOP f1 " II SHP YEL TOP SHP RED TOP SHP GRN TOP 
" " " COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA SHP GRN BOT 
" " " SHP RED BOT COL TOP SQ SHP YEL TOP " " " COL BOT SQ SHP YEL BOT SHP YEL TOP " " " 
------------------------------------------------------~----
·:rG-2-K2 ( s) H2-L2(d) I2-M2(d) J2-N2(s) 
COL TOP DIA SHP RED TOP 






















______ .. ._ ___ .. 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL OOT CIR 
COL BOT CIR COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN BOT SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT SQ SHP RED TOP SHP RED BOT COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT DIA COL TOP SQ COL TOP CIR COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
SHP RED BOT COL BOT CIR SHP GRN :OOT SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP CIR SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT SQ 
SHP YEL TOP SHP GRN BOT SHP YEL TOP SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED TOP SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP SHP RED TOP 
SHP YEL BOT SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP SHP RED BOT 
SHP GRN TOP COL BOT SQ COL gJT SQ COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA COL BOT CIR COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP SQ SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP SHP YEL BOT 
COL BOT CIR SHP RED BOT SHP YEL BOT SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
" " " SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP " " " 
" " " 
COL TOP CIR COL TOP SQ " tt ft 
" 
It 
" SHP YEL TOP COL TOP DIA It " " 
" " " 
SHP YEL OOT SHP RED TOP " tt " 
" " 
tt SHP GRN TOP SHP GRN TOP " " " 
" " " 
SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP n " " tt 
" " COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA " " tt 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
SERIES IC 
PILOT LIST 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN OOT 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
- 75 -
COL TOP CIR 
n n n 
n n n 
ft It ft 
tt It " 
n n n 
-----~-------~---------------------------------------------
*G3-K3(d) 
COL TOP SQ 
tt n n 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" tt " 
---------
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP RED OOT 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
H3-L3(s) 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP YEL BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED BOT 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP GRN :OOT 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN BOT 
" " " 
" " " 
" tt " 
tt " " 
" " " tt It tt 
n n n 
-:H3-M3 ( s) 
SHP YEL TOP 
" " " 
ft " It 
n '' " 
" " " 
" '' " 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP YEL POT 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
" '' " 
" " " 
" " " 
It " " 
" " " 
" ft " 
n " " 
J3-N3(d) 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL :OOT SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL BOT DIA 




SHP GRN BOT SHP GRN BOT SHP GRN TOP SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED TOP SHP YEL BOT SHP GRN BOT " n " SHP GRN BOT COL TOP CIR COL TOP SQ " n " COL BOT CIR SHP GRN TOP COL :OOT DIA 
" 
ft 
" COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA SHP GRN BOT " " " COL BOT SQ SHP YEL TOP SHP GRN BOT It It It 
-----------------------------------------------------------
*Gl-K2(d) Hl-L2(s) *Il-M2( s) Jl-N2(d) 



















--.------- -------- --------- ------------
COL TOP CIR SHP RED BOT SHP GRN TOP COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT CIR COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP CIR SHP RED BOT SHP GRN TOP COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR SHP RED TOP SHP RED BOT COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN BOT COL TOP SQ COL TOP CIR COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT SQ COL BOT CIR SHP GRN BOT COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP CIR SHP RED P.OT SHP GRN TOP COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT DIA SHP GRN BOT SHP YEL TOP COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP CIR COL BOT SQ COL BOT SQ COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED BOT COL BOT DIA COL BOT CIR COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP CIR SHP RED BOT SHP YEL BOT COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR COL TOP CIR COL TOP SQ COL BOT SQ 
SHP YEL TOP SHP YEL TOP COL TOP DIA SHP YEL TOP 
SHP RED TOP SHP RED P.OT SHP GRN TOP COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP CIR SHP GRN TOP SHP RED TOP COL BOT SQ 
SHP YEL BOT COL TOP DIA COL :OOT DIA SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP CIR SHP RED BOT SHP GRN TOP COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR tt tt " " " tl COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN TOP " " " " " " SHP RED TOP COL TOP SQ It n " 11 It " SHP RED BOT COL TOP CIR It n tl " " tt COL BOT SQ COL BOT CIR " 11 It It It " COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR n " II 
ft tt It COL BOT SQ 




SHP YEL TOP SHP YEL TOP COL TOP CIR SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT COL POT CIR SHP YEL TOP It n " SHP YEL TOP SHP RED TOP SHP GRN TOP tt It 
" COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA SHP GRN BOT " tt " SHP RED POT COL TOP SQ SHP YEL TOP ft It 
" COL BOT SQ SHP YEL BOT SHP YEL TOP It " " 
--------------------------------------------------------~--
-:~oG2-K3 ( s) H2-L3(d) ·:!-I2-}.13 (d) -:<-J2-N 3 ( s ) 
COL TOP DIA SHP RED TOP 
" " " " 
It tt 





















______ .,. ___ 
------------
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT DIA COL TOP CIR COL TOP DIA SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP CIR SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN TOP COL TOP DIA SHP RED BOT COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ SHP RED BOT COL BOT DIA COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT CIR SHP RED TOP SHP GRN TOP SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT SHP YEL :OOT SHP RED TOP SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL TOP COL GRN BOT SHP GRN BOT SHP YEL BOT 
COL BOT SQ SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED TOP SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP SHP GRN TOP 
SHP RED BOT SHP YEL TOP COL TOP CIR COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP DIA COL BOT SQ COL :OOT SQ COL BOT CIR 
SHP YEL BOT SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP DIA COL BOT CIR COL TOP SQ SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
" " " SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP 
tt 
" " tt 
" 
n SHP GRN TOP COL BOT CIR " " It tt 
" " 
COL TOP SQ SHP YEL BOT " n n 
" 
tl tl SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP ft It It 
lt 
" " 
COL BOT DIA COL TOP DIA " " " It tl tt SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP It It tt 
" 
tt It COL BOT CIR COL BOT SQ It " tt 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
SERIES IIC 
PILOT LIST 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL POT CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
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COL TOP CIR 
" " " 
" " If 
tt tt tt 
tt " n 
" tt " 
-----------------------------------------------------------
*G3-Kl(d) 
COL TOP SQ 
tt " tt 







COL TOP SQ 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP YEL BOT 
H3-Ll(s) 
SHP GRN EOT 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN EOT 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP GRN BOT 
tt " " 
" " tt 
It " It 
" " tt 
" " It 
" " " 
" " " 
*13-1>11( s) 
SHP YEL TOP 
" tt " 





SHP YEL TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
" " " 
" " tl 
" " " 
n n 11 
" It tt 
" " " 
" " " 
J3-Nl(d) 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN .OOT 
SHP RED BOT 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP DIA 
COL :OOT DIA 




SHP GRN BOT SHP GRN BOT SHP GRN TOP SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED TOP SHP YEL BOT SHP GRN BOT " " " SHP GRN BOT COL TOP CIR COL TOP SQ ft " " COL BOT CIR SHP GRN TOP COL BOT DIA n " tt COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA SHP GRN BOT " " " COL BOT SQ SHP YEL TOP SHP GRN BOT " " t1 
------------~----------------------------------------------
*Gl-K3(d) 
COL TOP CIR 
" " " 
" tt If 
n If n 
" '' t1 
" " " 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
Hl-L3(s) 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP YEL BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
COL GRN BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED PDT 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP RED OOT 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP RED BOT 
" It " 
" " n 
" tt " 
It " " 
" '' " 
" '' " 
" tt tt 
~~I 1-M3 ( s) 
SHP GRN TOP 
n n n 
" " ft 
" ft " 
" " " 
" " " 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
" n " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " ft 
" It tl 
" " " 
Jl-N3(d) 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP DIA 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP RED POT 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT SQ 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL BOT SQ 




SHP YEL TOP SHP YEL TOP COL TOP CIR SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT COL BOT CIR SHP YEL TOP tt " tt SHP YEL TOP SHP RED TOP SHP GRN TOP " " 
tt 
COL TOP DIA COL BOT DIA SHP GRN BOT ft It It 
SHP RED BOT COL TOP SQ SHP YEL TOP " " n COL BOT SQ SHP YEL BOT SHP YEL TOP ft " tt 
-----------------------------------------------------------
*G2-Kl(s) H2-Ll(d) {H2-Ml(d} J2-Nl(s) 
COL TOP DIA SHP RED TOP 
" " " " " " 
" " " " " 
tt 
It 
" " " 
It 
" 
" " " 





--------- --------- --------- ------------
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
SHP YEL BOT COL TOP SQ SHP RED BOT SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN TOP SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP CIR SHP YEL TOP SHP YEL TOP SHP GRN TOP 
SHP YEL TOP COL TOP CIR SHP YEL BOT COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP DIA SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT CIR SHP GRN TOP COL TOP CIR COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP SQ SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP SHP YEL BOT 
SHP GRN BOT SHP GRN :OOT SHP GRN TOP COL TOP DIA 
COL BOT SQ SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP SHP YEL TOP 
SHP RED TOP SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
COL BOT DIA COL POT SQ SHP GRN BOT COL GRN BOT 
COL TOP DIA SHP RED BOT COL BOT CIR COL POT CIR 
SHP RED OOT SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL RED BOT 
SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL TOP SQ COL BOT SQ 
COL TOP DIA SUP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP COL BOT CIR 
" " 
tt SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP II I' " It !! tt COL BOT DIA COL TOP DIA " " tt 
rt 
" 
tt COL TOP SQ COL BOT DIA " " n 
ll 
" 
n SHP YEL OOT SHP RED TOP " 
tt tt 
It It It COL TOP DIA COL BOT SQ " " " It 
" 
ft SHP YEL BOT SHP RED TOP It ft n 
tt n 
" COL TOP SQ SHP RED BOT tt " tt 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT SQ. 
SERIES IIIC 
PILOT LIST 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP RED BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP SQ. 
COL BOT SQ. 
COL TOP CIR 
COL TOP CIR 
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COL TOP CIR 














COL TOP SQ. 













COL TOP SQ. 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ. 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL BOT SQ. 
COL 'IOP SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP SQ. 
SHP RED OOT 
COL TOP SQ. 
COL TOP SQ. 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP YEL BOT 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
COL TOP DIA 
H3-K2{s) 
SHP GRN BOT 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP YEL EOT 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP RED :OOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP GRN BOT 


















SHP YEL TOP 











SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP RED TOP 
SHP RED BOT 
COL TOP CIR 
SHP YEL TOP 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP YEL BOT 
COL TOP SQ 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL TOP DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
SHP YEL TOP 



















COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL r:oT CIR 
COL TOP SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
COL "OOT DIA 
SHP YEL TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT SQ 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN BOT 
SHP RED TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL TOP CIR 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT CIR 
SHP YEL :OOT 
COL BOT DIA 
SHP GRN TOP 
COL BOT DIA 
COL BOT CIR 
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SAMPLE STIMULUS PATTERNS FOR THE VISUAL TASK 
,. 
,,~,"~·-~····;·'' 




CCMPOSITICN OF WORD LISTS FOR AUDITORY PRES~TATION. 
TAPE I TAPE II TAPE III 
(al)Al-Wl(d) (al)Al-W2(d) (al)Al-W3(d) 
Tl-Xl(s) Tl-X2(s) Tl-X3(s) 
A (fl)Fl-Yl(s) {.fl)Fl-Y2(s) (fl)Fl-Y3(s) 
Bl-Zl(d) Bl-Z2{d) Bl-Z3(d) 
------------
------------ --- --- ---- _ ... (a2)A2-W2{s) {a2)A2-W3(s) (a2)A2-Wl(s) 
T2-X2(d) T2-X3(d) T2-Xl(d) 
B (f2)F2-Y2(d) (.f2)F2-Y3(d) (f2)F2-Yl(d) 
B2-Z2(s) B2-Z3(s) B2-Zl(s) 
------------
------------
------------{a3)A3-W3(d) {a3)A3-Wl(d) (a3)A3-W2(d) 
T3-X3(s) T3-Xl(s) T3-X2(s) 
c (f3)F3-Y3(s) (f3)F3-Yl(s) (f3)F3-Y2(s) 
B3-Z3(d) B3-Zl(d) B3-Z2(d) 
Animal {A) and Flower (F) names were used in lists 
with distributed (d) and spaced (s) confirmation when 
presented with Implicit cues to attention. Tree (T) 
and Bird (B) names were used in lists presented with 
Explicit cues to attention. Notations for Animal lists 
are Al, A2, and A3; for Tree lists Tl, T2 and T3; for 
Flower lists Fl, F2 and F3; for Bird lists Bl, B2 and 
B3. Each set of classified lists was varied systematically 
with a different set of unclassified nouns (Wl, W2 and 
W3; Xl, X2 and X3; Yl, Y2 and Y3; Zl, Z2 and Z3). 
Six word lists used as implicit cues to the A and 
F classifications were also varied throughout the desigp. 
Notations for Animal pre-lists were al, a2 and a3. 
Notations for the Flower pre-lists were fl, f2 and f3. 
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COMPOSITION OF QUESTIONAIRES FDR VISUAL PRESENT,:\TION. 
SERIES I SERIES II SERIES III 
-::-Gl-Kl (d) {f-Gl-K2 (d) *Gl-K3(d) 
Hl-Ll(s) Hl-Ll(s) Hl-L3(s) 
A -:Hl-Ml( s) -:al-M2(s) 
-::·Il-M3 ( s) 
Jl-Nl(d) Jl-N2(d) Jl-N3(d) 
--------- --------- ----------~G2-K2( s) {~G2-K3 { s) ~~G2-Kl ( s) 
H2-L2(d) H2-L3(d) H2-Ll(d) 
B ~a2-:r-12 <d) *I2-M3(d) -~I2-}U (d) 




*G3-K3(d) ~-G3-Kl( d) -:i-G3-K2 (d) 
H3-L3{s) H3-Ll(s) H3-L2(s) 
c -:HJ-M3 ( s) {i-I3-Ml ( s) ~-I3-!-12 ( s) 
J3-lJ3 (d) J3-Nl{d) J3-N2(d) 
Twenty-four simple questions requiring one-word 
answers could be asked about each of the several hundred 
possible patterns. Every one of these questions required 
the subject.to select one out of three possible responses; 
either "redn, "green", or "yellow", or "circle", "diamond", 
or "square" shape. Lists of questions were composed by 
including twelve repetitions of a single cue question 
with a random assortment of the remaining 23 possible 
questions. Cue questions were as follo-v1s: 
Class G. "What is the color of the top of the Circle 
(Gl), Diamond (G2), Square (G3)?" 
Class H. "What shape is Red (Hl}, Blue (H2), Green 
(H3) on the bottom?" 
Class I. "What shape is Red (Il), Blue (I2), Green (I3) 
on the top?" 
Class J. "What color is bottom of the Circle (Jl), 
Diamond (J2), Square {J3)?" 
Each of 1hese four cla3ses of twelve "classified" 
questions was oombined systematically with a group of 
three unclassified lists (Kl, K2, K3; Ll, 12, 13; Ml, M2, 
M3; Nl, N2, N3), as in the auditory task. 
Explicit cues were presented through instructions while 
Implicit cues (-::-) were presented by pre-fixing six repetitions 
of the cue questions to the test series. Classes G and H 
were presented implicitly, and classes J and K explicitly. 
The desi.gn is essentially identical to that of th:l 
Auditory task. 
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SCHEDULE OF AUDITORY TASKS AND ALCOHOL DOSAGES.-li-
Ss ALCOH.OL Ss ALCOHOL Ss .1\LCOHOL 
# 0 1 2 # 1 2 0 # 2 0 1 
1 A B c 4 A B c 7 A B c TAPE I 10 B c A 13 B c A 16 B c A 




----------- -----------2 A B c 5 A B c 8 A 3 c 
TAPE II 11 B ·c A 14 B c A 17 B c A 
20 c A B 23 c A B 26 c A B 
------- ----------- ----------- -----------
3 A B c 6 A B c 9 A B c 
T1-\PE III 12 B c A 15 B c A 18 B c A 
21 c A B 24 c A B 27 c A B 
SCHEDULE OF VISUAL TASKS AND ALCOHOL lJO SAGES.-::· 
Ss ALCOHOL Ss ALOJHOL Ss ALCOHOL 
# 0 1 2 # 1 2 0 # 2 0 1 
1 A B c 4 A B c 7 A B c 
SERIES I 10 B c A 13 B c A 16 B c A 
19 c A B 22 c A B 25 c A B 
-------- ----------- ----------- ---- -------
2 A B c 5 A B c 8 A B c 
S~illiES II 11 B c A 14 B c A 17 B c A 




3 A B c 6 A B c 9 A B c 
SERIES III 12 B c A 15 B c A 18 B c A 
21 c A B 24 c A B 27 c A B 
* In order to avoid systematic errors arising from (1) 
experimental conditions, (2) the three tapes, or the three 
series of questions, and (3) the order of presentation, 
subjects were started successively on different sections; 
i.e., one following the stated order, the next with order 
B-C-A, and the next with C-A-B. Similar, systematic 
rotation of the sequence of alcohol dosage resulted in the 
above schedules of Subjects, Tests and Conditions suitable 
for separate three-factorial analyses of vari~~ce for the 
Auditory and the Visual tasks. 
APPENDIX E. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DATA 
NON-ALCOHOLICS 




















---MODE OF PRESENTATION 
EXPLICIT IMPLICIT 















SUMMARY OF AUDITORY DATA.: MEAN RATIOS OF CORRECT 
CONGRUENT TO INCONGRUENT RESPONSES. 
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AUDITOPY DATA 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF INTERACTIONS OF :MEAN RATIOS 
OF CORRECT CONGRUENT TO INCONGRUENT RESPONSES 
Source of Variation 
Groups X Presentations 
Groups X Confirmations 
Doses X Present at ions 
Doses X C onf irma ti ons 
Pooled Higher Order 
Interaction Error Term 
Groups X Doses X 
Pre sen ta. tiona 




TOTAL BETWEEN CELLS 









































n27 n27 · 
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ALCOHOLICS 

















SUMMARY OF VISUAL DATA: MEAN RATIOS OF CORRECT 
CONGRUENT TO INCONGRUENT RESPONSES 
VISUAL DATA 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF INTERACTIONS OF MEAN RATIOS 
OF CORRECT CONGRUENT TO INCONGRUENT RESPONSES 
Source of Variation 
Groups X Presentations 
Groups X Confirmations 
Doses X Presentations 
Doses X Confirmations 
Pooled Higher Order 
Interaction Error Term 
Groups X Doses X 
Presentations 
Groups X Doses X 
C onfir ma. t i ons 
Residual Interaction 
Error Term 
TOTAL BETWEEN CELLS 
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This study is an investigation of the effects of 
alcohol ingestion on attention. in alcoholics. 
Alcoholism is herein defined as alcohol ingestion, 
over which the individual exercises no. control, in associ-
ation with deterioration in marital or family relations, 
social status, or vocational activity for five or more 
years. 
Attention is defined as heightened accuracy in 
recognizing stimuli congruent with expectancies, where 
equally available incongruent material is less well 
recognized. Higher recognition- of congruent than of 
incongruent signals is "nar~w" focus of attention. Unifo~ 
accuracy in recognizing congruent and incongruent signals 
is "broad," or unfocused attention. 
Existing data indicates that relative narrowness of 
attention depends on the distinctiveness of stimulus 
qualities, and on personal capacities to develop and main-
tain attention-setting expectancies. Recent findings 
indicate alcoholics as a group may fail to narrow attention 
when directive qualities are lacking in the stimulus 
environment, and may therefore depend more on external 
stimulation than inner initiative for focusing attention. 
Research in the effects of alcohol further suggests 
that intoxication may generally be. associated with increased 
dependency on the stimulus field for narrowing focus of 
attention. Verification that alcohol enhances modes of 
attention characteristic of alcoholism would increase 
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understanding alcoholic's motivations to drink. The specific 
hypothesis tested in this investigation are as follows: 
(1) Alcoholics are dependent on their stimulus field 
for (a) developing and (b) maintaining narrowed attention. 
(2) Alcohol increases dependency on the stimulus 
field for {a) developing and (b) maintaining attention. 
(3) The effect of alcohol on stimulus dependency in 
(a) developing and {b) maintaining focus of attention is 
greater in alcoholics. 
The experimental model required subjects to identify 
barely discerible sequences of signals, half of which were 
congruent with induced expectancies. The percentage of 
congruent responses among the total of' correct recognitions 
in sequence was the measure of successful narrowing of the 
focus of attention. Modes of presenting cues for developing 
attention, and confirming cues for maintaining attention 
varied between arrangements f'acilitating focalization and 
those requiring more independent initiative. Decrements 
in focus of attention under conditions requiring initiative, 
compared with performances under facilitating conditions, 
were the measure of stimulus-dependency. These functions 
are tested with both Auditory and Visual materials. 
Subjects repeated trials af.ter ingesting 1 oz. and 
3 oz. amounts of 100 proof (dilute) ethanol disguised in 
fruit extracts. 
Alcoholics were found to be more stimulus-dependent 
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in developing attention while, contrary to prediction, 
they were significantly less stimulus-dependent than non-
alcoholics in maintaining attention. Alcohol ingestion 
tended to increase stimulus-dependence in developing 
attention, although the differences were not significant; 
however, alcohol produced increasingly less stimulus 
dependency in maintaining attention. Although the effects 
of alcohol were not greater for alcoholics, as was 
generally expected, the fact tbat intoxication in the 1% 
and 5% blood-alcohol range agrees with, and presumably 
enhances modes of attention which characterize alcoholics, 
suggests a basis for differential positive reinforcement 
of drinking in alcoholics. 
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